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ABSTRACT 

Extreme III-Nitride Alloys Grown via Plasma-Assisted Molecular Beam Epitaxy 

By 

Richard Charles Cramer 

 

 

Engineering of semiconductor material properties such as band gaps, lattice constants, 

and polarization charge densities is achieved largely through forming high quality alloys 

from similar materials. Extreme alloys formed from constituent materials with extreme 

differences in their base properties enables material property engineering across a larger 

range of values than traditional alloys. Such extreme alloys represent a scientific opportunity 

but also a challenge because they are more difficult to grow with high crystal quality than 

more conventional alloys. This dissertation will present research findings for thin films of 

the extreme III-nitride alloys InAlN, BGaN, and BAlN grown via the technique of plasma 

assisted molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).  

The InAlN alloy system has band gap energies that span the entire visible range and is a 

promising candidate for band gap engineering. To facilitate band gap engineering, the band 

gap bowing for the entire composition range must be well characterized. In rich InxAl1-xN (x 

> 0.60) films were grown via plasma-assisted MBE on freestanding GaN substrates. The 

InxAl1-xN film compositions were determined using high resolution X-ray diffraction 

(HRXRD). On-axis 0002 omega two-theta scans were used to determine the c spacing of the 

films, reciprocal space maps of the 1̅015 peaks were used to determine that the films were 

completely relaxed, and the film compositions were calculated from that information 
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assuming Vegard’s Law. The band gaps were independently measured using absorbance 

spectroscopy and fitting to the linear region of a Tauc plot (dependence of α2 hν on hν) as 

determined by interpolating the second derivative of the data and selecting a region of low 

curvature. To compare to literature, the data was fit to a composition-independent band gap 

bowing model and a bowing parameter of b = 4.0 ± 0.2 eV was calculated, which is 

consistent with previous results.  

Incorporating B into the III-nitride system is predicted to enable higher density 

polarization charges than is currently possible using AlGaN. However, due to the significant 

difference between BN and the rest of the III-nitrides, growing high crystal quality films has 

proven difficult. Additionally B is a difficult material to use in a MBE reactor due to its high 

melting point as a pure compound and consequently, there is interest in exploring alternative 

sources for B in MBE.  

The construction and operation of a novel BBr3 gas injection system for a plasma-

assisted MBE reactor is detailed. Data from BGaN, BAlN, and hexagonal BN films are 

presented as a proof of concept for the source and significant additional characterization is 

presented for the BGaN system. We report the growth of high crystal quality, random alloy 

BxGa1-xN thin films with x up to 3.04% and thicknesses up to 280 nm grown on (0001) Ga-

face GaN on sapphire. HRXRD was used to measure both the c plane spacing and the strain 

state of the films. It was determined that the films were fully coherent to the GaN substrate. 

Elastic stress-strain relations and Vegard’s Law were used to calculate the composition. 

Atom probe tomography (APT) was used to confirm that the BxGa1-xN films were random 

alloys. APT and secondary ion mass spectroscopy of a representative B0.03Ga0.97N film 

showed a high level of Br impurity on the order of 1 x 1019, atoms/cm3
 and atmospheric 
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contamination consistent with a low purity source. BBr3 is successful as a B source for high 

crystal quality BGaN films, however the bromine incorporation from the source limit the 

applications for BBr3 as a B source in molecular beam epitaxy.  
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Chapter 1: III-nitride alloys 

 

A. Traditional III-nitride alloys 

The III-nitride family of semiconducting materials traditionally consists of GaN, AlN, 

and InN. All are semiconducting, polar, wurtzite phase crystalline materials. The similarity 

between these materials enables them to be mixed together to form high crystal quality 

random alloys with a large range of potential properties. For some material properties, such 

as the lattice constants, the effect of mixing similar materials can be predicted in a simple 

linear fashion. For example an alloy of Al0.5Ga0.5N has relaxed lattice constants halfway 

between those of AlN and GaN. This linear relationship is called Vegard's Law and is a very 

good model for lattice constants and elastic properties of similar alloys.1 Other material 

properties such as band gaps and polarization charge densities do not follow such a simple 

relationship. The dependence of such properties on alloy composition is currently a matter 

of scientific research. There is significant work being performed by theoretical groups to 

accurately model and predict alloy properties however many commonly used models consist 

of empirical fits to experimental data.  

The traditional III-nitride alloys have a range of direct band gaps that spans from 

infrared, 0.7 eV for InN,2 to ultraviolet to 6.2 eV for AlN.3 Figure 1.1 shows the band gaps 

vs a lattice constants4 for the traditional III-nitride system. The tie lines in Figure 1.1 show 

the approximate functional form for how the band gap changes with composition for InGaN, 

AlGaN, and InAlN.5-7 The deviation from a linear relationship between band gap and 

composition is called the band bending of the material.  
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Figure 1.1 Band gaps vs a lattice constants for the traditional III-nitrides 

Lattice constants in this system vary linearly with composition (they obey Vegard’s 

Law). The band gaps of the system vary non-linearly with composition. The curved tie-

lines drawn are an approximate fit to the band gap vs lattice constant data from the 

literature. 

 

This variation in band gaps within this materials systems has enabled many III-nitride 

based technologies to develop. For optical devices (LEDs and lasers) a foundational 

structure is the quantum well; a region of lower band gap material bordered by regions of 

higher band gap material. In a quantum well electrons and holes can be localized leading to 

rapid radiative recombination. For the III-nitride system the most famous example is the 

work of Shuji Nakamura who used InGaN alloys to make lower band gap active regions in a 

GaN stack as the foundation of the blue LED for which revolutionized lighting worldwide 

and won the 2014 Nobel Prize in Physics.8  
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An example of the band structure of a basic quantum well can be seen below in Figure 

1.2. The smaller band gap of the InGaN region compared to the surrounding GaN regions 

localizes electrons and holes in the same physical space which promotes recombination. The 

electric field in the InGaN QW is due to fixed polarization charges at the InGaN/GaN 

interfaces due to discontinuities in the total polarization (sum of spontaneous and 

piezoelectric polarization). Note that for the InGaN layer the piezoelectric polarization is 

greater than the spontaneous polarization and in the opposite direction which results in the 

InGaN region having a slant in the opposite sense than the GaN. The Fermi level in this 

model is the intrinsic Fermi-level which is useful for looking at relative energy values but 

unlikely to be observed in practice due to unintentional or intentional doping in III-nitrides. 
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Figure 1.2 Idealized In0.3Ga0.7N/GaN quantum well band diagram 

An example of the band behavior for a fully strained In0.3Ga0.7N quantum well. The 

slanted bands are a result of spontaneous polarization in the GaN region and a 

combination of spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization in the InGaN region. The 

fermi-level is held at the idealized intrinsic fermi-level since that makes the band gap 

values easier to read.  

 

The energy (and therefore color) of photons put out by an LED corresponds directly the 

band gap of the active region which means potentially the III-nitride system could make 

LEDs of wavelengths from IR to UV.9 Practically however forming high quality LEDs using 

an arbitrary III-nitride alloy is non-trivial and this is an area of active research. Recent work 

has been performed using AlGaN active regions in AlN epitaxial stacks to make UV LEDs 

which has applications in polymer curing and disinfection.10-12 

III-nitrides have also had demonstrated uses for lasers.13 The quantum well is generally a 

similar stack of quantum wells with additional layers of cladding provided by alloys with a 

lower index of refraction. The low index of refraction localizes an optical mode which, with 
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sufficient current, results in stimulated emission in a laser quantum well as opposed to the 

spontaneous emission of an LED.  

The III-nitride alloys form wurzite phase crystals (Fig. 1.3) which have the property of 

spontaneous polarization in the [0001̅] due to the axial symmetry (point group 6mm). In the 

modern Berry-phase theory of polarization14, 15, 16 the polarization in a periodic crystal is a 

multivalued vector quantity which can be qualitatively thought of as the set of all potential 

sums of dipoles in the crystal. Due to the lack of a unique origin in a crystal there is not a 

unique solution for the value of polarization. Instead the polarization is multivalued; an 

infinite set of solutions depending on how the boarders of the problem are defined. However 

due to the periodicity of the crystal the set of solutions is quantized in a way that makes it 

tractable. Experimentally the polarization values that are measured are always relative to a 

non-polar reference state such that they are single valued differences in the multivalued 

polarization quantities. For the III-nitrides the spontaneous polarization is rigorously defined 

as the difference between the multivalued polarizations of the relaxed polar material and a 

strained non-polar state. 

Polarization is fundamentally a result of the geometry of the crystal and can be greatly 

influenced by deformation of the crystal lattice. This strain induced polarization is called the 

piezoelectric polarization. For the III-nitride system compressive strain such as InGaN 

strained to GaN results in piezoelectric polarization in the [0001] direction while tensile 

strain, such as AlGaN strained to GaN results in piezoelectric polarization in the [0001̅]. For 

stained layers the resultant polarization is always a combination of the spontaneous and 

piezoelectric polarization effects.  
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Figure 1.3 Wurtzite crystal structure of GaN 

Gallium atoms are green, nitrogen atoms are blue. The normal growth direction for III-

nitrides is in the [0001] direction shown by the arrow. For the III-nitrides there is a 

spontaneous polarization in the [0001̅] direction (antiparallel to the arrow). 

 

The (0001) c plane is the most common growth plane for the III-nitrides. However the 

polarization in the III-nitride system leads to a vertical polarization field in c-plane III-

nitride devices. This field is detrimental to c-plane LEDs since the presence of the 

polarization field localized holes and electrons to opposite sides of the quantum wells, this is 

known as the quantum-confined stark effect.17 Note that in Figure 1.2 the quantum well 

InGaN section has an electric field that drives electrons to the left side of the well and holes 

to the right. This effect is the motivation for significant research in growing III-nitride LEDs 

in geometrics other non-polar and semi-polar planes.18  

The polarization of the III-nitride system has practical applications in the formation of 

two dimensional electron gasses (2DEGs). At the junction of two layers of materials with 

dissimilar polarization (such as two different III-nitride alloys) there is a discontinuity in the 

polarization filed which leads to a localized charge at the interface. In many practical 

applications the discontinuity is due to a combination of both intrinsic and piezoelectric 
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polarization.19, 20 The presence of a localized sheet of positive charge at one side of the 

interface due to polarization results in the accumulation of electrons on the other side of the 

interface. These accumulated electrons form a 2DEG where they have high mobility. AlGaN 

on GaN and lattice matched In0.18Al0.82N on GaN interfaces have been used to make world 

record mobility high electron mobility transistors (HEMTS).21 An extremely basic HEMT 

structure using AlGaN on GaN is shown below in Figure 1.4, the 2DEG formed by the 

polarization discontinuity between the AlGaN and the GaN creates a highly conductive 

region which connects the source and the drain. This region can be pinched off by applying 

voltage to the gate creating a basic transistor.  
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Figure 1.4 Basic AlGaN/GaN HEMT structure 

The above diagram is one of the simplest forms for an AlGaN/GaN HEMT. In this 

normally on transistor design the 2DEG formed at the AlGaN GaN interface provides a 

high mobility channel between the source and the drain which can be pinched off by 

applying a voltage to the gate. Modern HEMTs have additional features to optimize 

performance such as passivation layers, field plates, and n+ doped contact regions for the 

source and drain.  

 

In addition to the potential for high electron mobility GaN based electronics are useful 

due to the large band gap of GaN. The larger band gap (compared to Si) makes GaN capable 

of holding larger voltage loads before breakdown. Combining high mobility and high 

voltage makes GaN a material of choice for many high power devices. GaN is an attractive 

material for high frequency power transistors due to its large breakdown electric field (3.3 

MV cm-1) and high saturation electron velocity (2.5x107 cm s-1), this result in GaN having a 

higher Johnson's figure of merit that Si, GaAs, and InP.22, 23 
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B. Growth of III-nitrides 

The growth of epitaxial layers for III-nitride devices is largely limited by the choice of 

substrate. Homoepitaxial growth is generally higher quality than heteroepitaxy and therefore 

having GaN or AlN substrates would be ideal for many devices. Unfortunately bulk GaN 

growth and bulk AlN growth are immature technologies. Growth is slow and boule size is 

measured in centimeters, compared to the Si industries meter sized boules. This lack of 

economy of scale keeps freestanding GaN and AlN substrate prices high. Additionally the 

crystal quality is not as high as Si and freestanding GaN substrates have threading 

dislocation densities on the order of 106 cm-2 despite this they are still the best substrates for 

many III-nitride devices.24 

Sapphire has a lattice mismatch of 15% with GaN which leads to a threading dislocation 

density on order 108 cm-2 in the GaN buffer layer.25 During growth of the initial GaN layer 

nucleation occurs at several points on the sapphire substrate and these islands grow and 

coalesce into a film, due to the lattice mismatch when these islands meet they do not merge 

into a continuous film but form vertical lattice defects. These vertical defects propagate 

along the growth direction (usually [0001]) and continue into all subsequently deposited 

layers. These threading dislocations serve as leakage pathways and nonradiative 

recombination centers which is detrimental many devices.26 

Other substrates which are used for III-nitride epitaxy are Si (111) and SiC. Si (111) is 

attractive because of its high crystal quality and low cost but suffers from a large lattice 

mismatch which results in poor epitaxy. SiC has a closer lattice match than sapphire but 

suffers from poor surface wetting which also results in poor epitaxy. Sapphire represents an 
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intermediate cost and quality and is the most commonly used substrate for GaN, though 

freestanding GaN is the best if budget allows. 

The most common industrial method for growing epitaxial III-nitride films is metal-

organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) which is a chemical process where precursor 

gases react at a substrate surface to leave a III-nitride film on the surface. Commonly the 

nitrogen is provided by ammonia and the group III metal is provided by a trimethyl or 

triethyl organometallic gas. Organometallic precursors are expensive and the gases are 

highly toxic however high growth rate and good crystal quality have made this the industry 

standard.27  

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) has been used to make higher crystal quality III-nitride 

films than MOCVD. While the growth rate is substantially slower the ability to perform in-

situ characterization via reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED), and the lower 

growth pressures allows for higher overall crystal film quality at the expense of growth rate.   

The general principle of MBE is to supply only the needed reagents to grow the crystal. 

The MBE chamber is kept in ultra-high vacuum and the reagents are added in the simplest 

form possible. For metals such as Ga, Al, In, Si, and Mg pure metals are placed in high 

temperature crucibles (either pyrolized boron nitride or graphite) and a small flux of atoms 

is vaporized or sublimated off of the pure sample. In the vacuum environment of the MBE 

the vaporized atoms have no inter-atom interactions on the length scale of the chamber and 

to a good approximation follow a simple liner trajectory and are thus molecular beams (or 

quite commonly, atomic beams.  

There are two distinct methods of MBE growth for III-nitrides defined by how the 

nitrogen is introduced. Plasma-assisted MBE flows nitrogen gas though a radio frequency 
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plasma cavity which converts 1-5% of the gas into reactive atomic N which can incorporate 

into the growing film.28 Recent work out of UCSB demonstrates that using a high flux 

nitrogen plasma it is possible to obtain growth rates of 7.6 um/hr.29 This high growth rate 

has the potential to make MBE competitive with MOCVD in terms of growth rate for III-

nitrides. Ammonia MBE uses NH3 gas instead of N2 which is reactive enough to crack on a 

hot substrate surface to form N (which incorporates into the crystal) and H/H2 which also 

incorporates into the crystal but at a relatively low rate. In this document we will discuss III-

nitride alloys grown using the method of plasma assisted MBE. 

A schematic of the Nitride Gen II MBE system at UCSB which was used for all 

experiments presented in this document is shown in Figure 1.5. The growth chamber is kept 

in vacuum 10-10 Torr at idle and 10-5 Torr during growth (of which nearly all of the pressure 

is due to unreactive N2). Pure metal sources of group IIIs (Ga, In, and Al) are positioned in 

upward facing ports where they are melted then vaporized to form atomic molecular beams. 

Doping sources Mg, and Si are positioned in downward facing ports where they are 

sublimated from a solid source to form a molecular beam. The central viewport serves as a 

way to measure substrate temperature via infrared pyrometry as well as an injection tube for 

other gas sources. The substrate is positioned on a central continuous azimuthal rotation 

(CAR) system which can be rotated 180° such that an ion gauge can be moved into the 

substrate position. This ion gauge is used to measure beam equivalent flux's in qualitative 

units of Torr from the sources. Finally the reflection high-energy electron diffraction 

(RHEED) setup consists of an electron source on one side of the system lined up with the 

substrate position and a phosphor screen on the opposite side. Electrons provided by the 

RHEED source hit the substrate at a very low angle and diffract with the surface, the 
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resulting diffraction pattern can be easily observed on the phosphor screen where the 

diffracted electrons cause the phosphors to luminesce. 

 

 

Figure 1.5 Schematic of a molecular beam epitaxy system 

(a.) Side view of the system (b.) Front view of the system. The source positions are 

labeled as they were in 2019 on the “nitride” Varian Gen II MBE system at UCSB. 

 

Some elements cannot be easily vaporized from an atomic source. On the Nitride Gen II 

system we use two such elements B and C. It has been demonstrated that C doping of 

nitrides can be achieved by flowing CBr4 gas into the chamber, the C incorporates into the 

film while the Br does not.30 Similarly in this dissertation we will present information on the 

use of BBr3 as a gas source for B in MBE. On the Nitride Gen II system both are injected 

through the gas injection line around the central viewport.  
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C. High resolution X-ray diffraction 

High Resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) is one of the most useful methods for 

characterizing crystalline films and has been extensively studied for the III-nitride system.31 

When analyzing the data from an HRXRD experiment it is useful to contextualize the results 

in terms of reciprocal space. Reciprocal space is a model where real space has been inverted 

via a Fourier transform. What is big becomes small, what is small becomes big, and near-

infinitely repeating planes such as those found in a  perfect crystal are transformed into near-

points of intensity. For the specific sets of experiments discussed in this document two 

reflections are of particular importance 0002 and 1̅015. A reciprocal space diagram showing 

the positions in reciprocal space for those reflections of InN, AlN, and GaN are shown in 

Figure 1.6. 
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Figure 1.6 Reciprocal space map of HRXRD peaks commonly used for III-nitrides 

The 0002 on-axis peaks gives information about the c parameter of the film and, if 

thickness fringes are present, the thickness of the coherent region. The off axis 1̅015 

peaks give information about both the a and c parameters of the film.  

 

  

(1̅015) 

 

(0002) 
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The 0002 point in reciprocal space is the reflection caused by the 0002 planes within the 

crystal. In practice this is measured using an ω-2ϴ scan which measures a line in reciprocal 

space somewhere along qx =0. As can be seen in the diagram the different points along this 

line in reciprocal space correspond to different materials as determined by their c 

parameters. For III-nitrides the position in reciprocal space of 0002 peak is 

 

𝑞𝑥 = 0  𝑞𝑦 = (2)
2π

𝑐
      (1.1) 

 

where c is the lattice parameter of the crystal. It is important to note the HRXRD measures 

the sample crystal directly so if there is a strain effect that modifies the c parameter of the 

crystal than the HRXRD point will likewise shift. HRXRD will only measure lattice 

constants if the film is fully relaxed. In addition to giving the c spacing of the film the 0002 

reflection is also useful for determining the thickness of a film. In reciprocal space the 

breadth of real space in which a set of planes is coherent will be transformed into a Sinc 

function around the central peak intensity. If the film is of sufficient structural quality this 

will result in easily observed fringes of Laue oscillations. These are a result of interference 

between diffracted beam paths at the interfaces. As this is a secondary effect it is only 

observed when there is a coherent region to diffract from and is therefore an indicator of 

coherence length which in a good crystal correlates directly with thickness.  

The other important reflection used in this work is the 1̅015 reflection. This corresponds 

to a point in reciprocal space where 

 

𝑞𝑥 = (−1)
4π

𝑎√3
  𝑞𝑦 = (5)

2π

𝑐
     (1.2) 
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c and a are the lattice parameters of the film. If the film is strained c and a are the strained 

lattice parameters. Measuring this point experimentally is more different as it is impossible 

to obtain all the information from the point in a single line scan so instead we generally 

perform a 2D measurement of reciprocal space around the point known as a reciprocal space 

map. Determining the relative positions of a film peak compared to a substrate peak can help 

determine the strain state of a film. If the substrate and film peak have the same qx value that 

corresponds to the films having the same a parameter and thus the film is fully coherent to 

with the substrate. Conversely if the film and substrate have different qx values than you 

know that the film is at least partially relaxed.  
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D. Extreme alloy research 

Much of the work on traditional III-nitrides is focused on compositions which are nearly 

lattice matched to an available substrate. Examples include as Al-rich alloys on AlN, Ga rich 

alloys on GaN, or InAlN close to 18% In which is lattice matched with GaN. This is a 

practical limitation for research focused primarily on forming devices. In this dissertation we 

will focus on “extreme III-nitride alloys” meaning alloys of III-nitrides that are formed from 

the more disparate constituent materials.  

In Chapter 2 of this dissertation we will examine some of the challenges in growing and 

characterizing high In content InAlN films. In Chapters 3, 4, and 5 we will focus on 

incorporating the group III element B into the III-nitride family using a novel BBr3 B source 

developed at UCSB.  

BGaN and BAlN alloys are difficult to grow due the extreme differences in the material 

properties. BN is most stable in a hexagonal layered crystal structure (Figure 1.4) as 

opposed to the wurtzite crystal structure formed by the other III-nitrides (Figure 1.2). 

Additionally B is significantly smaller than other group III elements and is particularly 

difficult to use in MBE which motivated the construction of a novel gas source.  
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Figure 1.7 Layered hexagonal structure of BN 

Pink sheres are B, gray-blue spheres are N.   

 

BGaN and BAlN alloys have potentially useful properties for expanding the III-nitride 

system. It has been predicted that BGaN and BAlN alloys may have high polarization charge 

densities with GaN interfaces making them potentially useful for HEMT technologies.32 

Additionally if is predicted that incorporating B would expand the space of potential band 

gaps in the III-nitride system even further. Figure 1.4 shows a band gap vs lattice constant 

plot for the III-nitrides system including theoretical values for wurtzite phase BN.33 Wurtzite 

phase BN is unstable but it is the proper reference point for predicting the properties of 

wurtzite phase BGaN and BAlN alloys. There is an additional complication for band gaps in 

that wurtzite phase BN is predicted to have an indirect band gap so at some point there will 

be a transition from the direct Γ → Γ type transition of the traditional group III-nitrides to an 

indirect Γ → X.34 
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Figure 1.8 Band gaps vs a lattice constants for the expanded III-nitride system  

The AlN, GaN, and InN band gaps vs compositions are the same as in Figure 1.1 the 

theoretical values for wurtzite BN expand the system further though it is unlikely that high 

B composition alloys would remain in the wurtzite phase. Note that for wurtzite phase BN 

the direct Г → Г band gap is larger than the indirect Г → X band gap. At some B 

composition there would be a direct to indirect band gap transition. The tie lines from AlN 

and GaN to BN are predications with a low degree of confidence.  

 

The band gaps of the traditional III-nitrides (AlN, GaN, and InN) spans the entire visible 

range (~1.7 eV to ~ 3 eV). Adding in theoretical values for wurtzite phase BN expands this 

range though high B concentration alloys may not be stable. Solid lines show approximate 

deviations from Vegard’s Law with composition. At some B concentration the band gap 

would be indirect rather than direct. 
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Chapter 2: Band gap bowing for high In 

content InAlN films 

 

The InAlN alloy system is an example of an extreme III-nitride alloy additionally the 

system has band gap energies that span the entire visible range and is a promising candidate 

for band gap engineering. To facilitate bandgap engineering, the bandgap bowing for the 

entire composition range must be well characterized. In rich InxAl1-xN (x > 0.60) films were 

grown via plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy on freestanding GaN substrates. The 

InxAl1-xN film compositions were determined using high resolution X-ray diffraction. On-

axis 0002 omega two-theta scans were used to determine the c spacing of the films, 

reciprocal space maps of the 1̅015 peaks were used to determined that the films were 

completely relaxed, and the film compositions were calculated from that information 

assuming Vegard’s Law. The band gaps were independently measured using absorbance 

spectroscopy and fitting to the linear region of a Tauc plot (dependence of α2 hν on hν) as 

determined by interpolating the second derivative of the data and selecting a region of low 

curvature. To compare to literature the data was fit to a composition-independent band gap 

bowing model and a bowing parameter of b = 4.0 ± 0.2 eV was calculated which is 

consistent with previous results. This work is reprinted with permission from the Journal of 

Applied Physics [Band gap bowing for high In content InAlN films, Richard C. Cramer, 

Erin E.H. Kyle, and James S. Speck, Journal of Applied Physics 3, 035702 (2019),]  
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A. Introduction 

The band gaps of the InAlN alloy system span almost a full order of magnitude of 

energies from ~0.69 eV1 for InN to ~6.2 eV2 for AlN which also crossed the entire visible 

range. This makes the alloy system potentially useful for band gap engineering in the IR, 

visible, and UV ranges. The bandgap of InAlN, like many alloys, is known to have a 

nonlinear dependence on composition, this is called band gap bowing. Quantifying the band 

gap bowing is necessary to predict the band gap of an InAlN film of arbitrary composition. 

There are examples of the measured dependence of the InAlN band gap on composition 

in the literature, however much of the older work was complicated by the lack of consensus 

on the band gap of InN at the time. Previously the InN bandgap was believed to be ~1.97 eV 

but the current consensus is that the band gap is ~0.69 eV.1 This discrepancy resulted in 

some authors reach erroneous conclusions.  Additionally much of the existing work focuses 

on compositions near In0.18Al0.72N which is lattice matched with GaN and has been used as a 

barrier layer in HEMT structures.3, 4 For the use of InAlN alloys in applications where a 

smaller band gap is necessary such as visible and IR devices, as well as for reporting values 

consistent with current understanding of the InN band gap, additional measurements are 

needed for the dependence of the InAlN band gap on composition. Since the InAlN band 

gap spans nearly an order of magnitude, fully characterizing the band gap of this system is 

of interest to the broader understanding of other extreme alloys such as BGaN5-7 and BAlN.8  

High quality InAlN films can be grown by a variety of methods including molecular 

beam epitaxy (MBE) and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) which make it 

a good candidate for heterostructures with other III-nitride alloys9-13 growth of InAlN films 

via MBE is complicated by the different incorporation efficiencies of the In and Al atoms. 
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Al incorporates into an InAlN film much more readily than In does. During most of the 

growth of an InAlN film this can be accounted for by having an In/Al flux ratio that is 

higher than the target In/Al ratio for the final film. However, it has been found that the 

InAlN growth must be initiated with a complete In adlayer (nominally ~two monolayer 

chemisorbed In wetting layer).  If the In layer is not fully developed at the onset of InAlN 

growth, then a columnar InAlN likely results (referred to as a honeycomb microstructure).10 

The honeycomb structure is a result of Al rich initial nucleation events forming an Al rich 

platelet which are then surrounded by an In rich region. When the nucleation occurs in this 

way the microstructure and the lateral inhomogeneity propagates vertically in the growth 

direction.11 

This paper will show results from independent measurements of composition and band 

gap from a series of high In content InAlN films grown on freestanding GaN. The growth 

techniques used were recently determined to result in homogeneous InAlN films without the 

common honeycomb microstructure. The band gap was derived from fitting the absorbance 

data using a Tauc plot method. 
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B. Experimental 

Using previously developed InAlN growth methods for high In content without a 

honeycomb microstructure10-12 a series of InxAl1-xN thin films, 200 ± 20 nm thick, were 

grown on freestanding GaN substrates with x= 0.61, 0.69, 0.73, 0.81, 0.87, and 0.93. The 

freestanding GaN substrates were prepared with 500 nm of titanium deposited onto the back 

(N-face non-polished) side via e-beam metal deposition. The Ti layer acts as an IR absorber 

which enables better heating of the substrate in vacuum via radiative heating and also serves 

as a signal layer for IR pyrometery which allows in situ temperature measurements during 

growth. The pyrometer was calibrated to the film surface using the melting point of 

aluminum on a test substrate.  

The samples were grown using a Varian Mod Gen II MBE using conventional In and Al 

effusion cells and a Veeco Unibulb RF-plasma unit. The plasma unit converts high purity N2 

gas into atomic nitrogen (N) which is readily incorporated into the film.14 All films were 

grown in an N-rich regime with an N flux greater than the combined group III flux and at 

low temperatures < 450° C. Despite the excess N under these conditions, there is a metal 

adlayer on the surface due to the finite solubility of In in the InAlN film. The N flux was 

held at 8.0 x 1014 atoms/cm2s. The In and Al fluxes were measured in situ using an ion gauge 

pressure sensor which reads in units of beam equivalent pressure. The In flux was held at a 

beam equivalent pressure of 1 x 10-7 Torr, the Al flux was varied from 2.5 x 10-9 Torr to 1.5 

x 10-8 Torr. In all cases the large excess In flux allows for the rapid formation of an In 

adlayer which results in homogeneous growth. 

High resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD) was used to determine the InAlN layer 

thickness and crystal quality using a Philips Panalytical MRD PRO diffractometer with a 
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four bounce Ge (220) monochromater using Cu-Kα1 incident radiation (λ = 1.5405 Å). For 

on axis ω-2θ scans the signal was collected using a sealed proportional counter detector and 

a two bounce Ge (220) analyzer crystal. Most InAlN films showed clear thickness fringes in 

the ω-2θ, 0002 scans and thus the film thickness could be directly determined. Reciprocal 

space maps (RSMs) around the off axis 1̅015 peaks were measured using a PIXcel3D 

detector in 2D mode. The a and c lattice parameters of the films were determined by fitting 

2D Gaussians to the RSM peaks, determining the peak separation between the film and 

substrate peaks, then calculating the films parameters relative to the known substrate 

parameters.  

After InAlN film growth, the Ti backing layers on the GaN substrates were removed via 

mechanical polishing. The dependence of the film absorbance on photon energy was 

measured using a Shimadzu UV-3600 UV-VIS-NIR Spectrometer. The band gaps were 

derived from the absorbance data via a Tauc plot method which has been previously shown 

in the literature15-19 and is described in detail later in this paper. 
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C. Results 

HRXRD scans of the 0002 peaks show that the InxAl1-xN films have a wide variation in 

compositions. In Figure 2.1a the GaN substrate peak position is plotted to be constant and 

the comparative angular position of the lower intensity film peak can be seen varying as a 

function of composition. By measuring the angular separation between the substrate and the 

film peak we determined the c lattice parameter of the films. It can be seen in Figure 2.1a 

that the films with compositions up to x = 0.7 show thickness fringes indicative of high 

crystal quality films. Samples with In content above x = 0.7 do not show thickness fringes 

indicating lower crystal quality in this extremely lattice mismatched regime. 
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Figure 2.1 HRXRD Data (a) 0002 ω-2θ scans, peak separation is indicative of c spacing 

and therefore composition (b) Representative RSM of the In0.93Al0.07N sample  1̅015 

peaks from which the a and c parameters of the film were determined. 
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RSMs of the off axis 1̅015 peaks were used to determine the relaxation state of the films, 

the a lattice parameter, and an independent verification of the c lattice parameter. Figure 

2.1b shows a RSM for the x = 0.93 film which is representative for all samples. The 

substrate and film peak positions were determined using a 2D Gaussian fit performed using 

commercial fitting software (OriginPro 2018). From the peak separations in reciprocal 

space, the lattice constants of the film can be determined relative to the known substrate 

lattice constants. The c parameters obtained using the two methods agree within expected 

instrument and fitting error. Using the a and c parameters and assuming the films were fully 

relaxed, we calculated film composition using Vegard's Law and literature values for the 

lattice constants of InN and AlN.20 It was found that the compositions determined from both 

the a and c parameters were in agreement and therefore the assumption of a fully relaxed 

film was justified. The InxAl1-xN compositions were x = 0.61, 0.69, 0.73, 0.81, 0.87, and 

0.93. The lattice constants are reported in Table 2.1.  

The band gap energies of the films were calculated from the absorbance data using a 

Tauc plot method.21  In this method the product of the absorption coefficient squared and 

photon energy (α2hν) is plotted vs photon energy (hν). The linear region of the plot is 

extrapolated to intercept with the energy axis which yields the band gap of the material. 

Figure 2.2a shows Tauc plot curves and the linear fits for each film.  
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Figure 2.2. Tauc Plot (a) α2hν vs hν data for our samples. Solid lines are experimental 

data, dashed lines are linear fits. (b) Representative curvature data for the In0.93Al0.07N 

sample. The low-curvature fitting region is marked by crosses in a and by vertical dashed 

lines in b. 
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The Tauc plot analysis assumes a parabolic dispersion relation (𝐸𝐶 =
ℏ2𝑘2

2𝑚𝑒
∗  and 𝐸𝑉 =

ℏ2𝑘2

2𝑚ℎ
∗ ) in both the conduction band and valence band and a direct transition for absorption in 

the material. Under those assumptions the absorption coefficient, α, is expected to increase 

with photon energy in a near band gap region such that,21  

 

α2hν = β(hν − 𝐸𝑔)      (2.1) 

 β ≈ 
𝑞2(2

𝑚ℎ
∗ 𝑚𝑒

∗

𝑚ℎ
∗ +𝑚𝑒

∗ )

3/2

𝑛𝑐ℎ2𝑚𝑒
∗       (2.2) 

 

Here ℎ is Planck’s constant, ν is the photon frequency (making hν photon energy), α is 

the absorption coefficient, 𝑞 is the fundamental charge, and 𝑐 is the speed of light. The 

remaining values are material properties 𝐸𝑔 is the band gap,  𝑛 is the index of refraction, 𝑚ℎ
∗  

and 𝑚𝑒
∗  are the hole and electron effective masses respectively. This analysis assumes that 

over some near, above band gap region we can assume β is a constant and that by fitting the 

data from that region to Equation 2.1 we can calculate the band gap.  

For InN it is known that the bands become non-parabolic for photon energies less than 1 

eV above band gap and therefore, particularly for In rich alloys, the scale of the fitting can 

have a large effect on the resultant band gap.22 Such deviations from a parabolic band shape 

would result in β changing with photon energy since β is dependent upon reduced effective 

mass and therefore band curvature.  
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To ensure that we only fit the linear region of the data where our assumptions are valid 

we defined the linear region mathematically rather than by eye. To define the linear region 

first we calculated the curvature of each Tauc plot by interpolating the data points into a 

smooth function, taking the derivative with respect to energy, smoothing the resulting 

function by averaging over 0.1 eV, taking another derivative, and smoothing again over 0.1 

eV. A representative plot of curvature data (specifically for the In0.93Al0.07N sample) can be 

seen in Figure 2.2b. Ideally the linear region would have zero curvature however our real 

data has non-negligible noise around zero curvature. We selected a threshold value of 3 x 

1010  eV-1 cm-2 which we determined to be just above the noise level for all samples and 

defined the liner region as the region with curvature values below that threshold. We then 

performed a linear fit of the α2hν vs hν data in that region and calculated 𝐸𝑔 using Equation 

2.1. Interpolations and derivatives were performed using commercial software (Wolfram 

Mathematica 10). The values of Eg and  β are reported in Table 2.1.  

 

Table 2.1 Experimental Results for InxAl1-xN films. In compositions (x), and lattice 

constants (c, a) derived from HRXIRD. Band gaps (Eg) and β values derived from Tauc 

plots.   

x c (Å) a (Å) Eg (eV) β (cm-2)  

0.61 5.42  3.36  1.63  1.20 x 1010 

0.69 5.53  3.43  1.50  1.36 x 1010 

0.73 5.54  3.45  1.43  1.48 x 1010 

0.81 5.57  3.48  1.30  1.90 x 1010 

0.87 5.61  3.50  1.16  1.99 x 1010 

0.93 5.65  3.51  1.08  1.47 x 1010 

All values have and error on order of ± 1% 

 

We calculated a bowing parameter, b (see the discussion below), of 4.0 ± 0.2 eV using 

our experimental data and literature values for the band gaps of AlN and InN of 6.2 eV2 and 
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0.69 eV1 respectively. Figure 2.3 shows a scatter plot of our experimental data, a one 

parameter fit using the bowing parameter of 4.0 ± 0.2 eV, and literature values for epitaxial 

InxAl1-xN films for comparison. 13, 17-19, 23-29 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Bandgap vs Indium Fraction This work (closed red circles) which has error 

equivalent to the circle size, an experimental one parameter fit using a band bowing 

parameter of 4.0 eV (dashed line), and experimental results from the literature. 
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D. Discussion 

The lattice parameters of III-nitride alloys have been shown to closely follow a linear 

variation with composition known as Vegard’s Law.30 There has been some evidence in the 

literature of deviations from Vegard’s Law27, 31 however such deviations are small and 

difficult to definitively distinguish from experimental error. For this paper we will assume 

that Vegard’s Law holds for the unstrained lattice parameters of the InAlN system. 

The band gap of most materials does not follow Vegard’s Law, this deviation from a 

linear relationship is generally described with the following expression: 

 

𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝
𝐴−𝐵(𝑥) = (𝑥)𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝

𝐴 +  (1 − 𝑥)𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝
𝐵 − (𝑥)(1 − 𝑥)b   (2.3) 

 

Where 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝
𝐴−𝐵 is the band gap at some composition x between two materials with band 

gaps 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝
𝐴 and 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝

𝐵 . In this work x is the group III composition of InxAl1-xN and the two 

materials A and B are InN and AlN and b is the bowing parameter. To a first approximation 

b can be taken as invariant with composition. In this work we calculated a composition-

independent band bowing parameter of b = 4.0 ± 0.2 eV which is in general agreement with 

the literature values as can be seen in Figure 2.3.  

There is significant evidence in the literature that a composition-dependent bowing 

parameter more accurately fits the experimental and theoretical data for InAlN band gaps.21, 

32, 33 However there is not a broad consensus as to what functional form such a composition-

dependent bowing parameter should take. A two or more parameter fit would fit the data 

better but without a known functional form with strong theoretical justification there is a risk 
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of overfitting the data. Band gap values for the pure compounds are also a potential source 

for error in the bowing parameter fit. Historically there was uncertainty as to the proper band 

gap for InN and currently there is similar uncertainty in the band gap of AlN. In this work 

the bowing parameter was calculated using 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝
𝐴𝑙𝑁= 6.2 eV.2 If a different literature value for 

𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝
𝐴𝑙𝑁 was used the resultant bowing parameter would be different. For example for 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝

𝐴𝑙𝑁= 

6.1 eV34, 35 or 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝
𝐴𝑙𝑁= 6.28 eV36 the resultant bowing parameter fit to the data would be 3.8 

eV or 4.1 eV respectively. It is clear that a composition-independent bowing parameter is a 

poor empirical fit to the experimental data. Therefore while the composition-independent 

bowing parameter is presented due to its ease of use for comparison to previous results the 

authors believe the data presented in Table 2.1 is the more accurate description of the 

results.   

It is notable that the measured band gaps for our highest In content films trend higher 

than some literature values and if directly interpolated would point to an InN band gap of 

0.8-1.0 eV which is inconsistent with the current understanding of the InN ~0.69 eV band 

gap for InN.1 It is possible that compositional fluctuations could cause a Stokes shift similar 

to the results of Naoi et al.28 or Androulidaki et al.29 However the more likely cause of this 

discrepancy is a Moss-Burstein shit37 caused by excess electrons in the high InAlN layers 

with the highest In content. The junction between GaN and InN is a type I straddling band 

gap heterojunction with a large conduction band offset of 2.3 eV.38 With such an extreme 

offset the formation of a heterojunction leads to Fermi level pinning at the interface above 

the InN conduction band.39, 40 It is likely that at some high In composition an InAlN/GaN 

junction the band offset would be large enough to similarly have Ef pinned above Ec at the 

InAlN at the interface. In such a situation the states at the bottom of the conduction band 
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near the interface would be filled and photons of energy Eg would not be absorbed. This 

would result in an over-estimate of the band gap from our absorption based measurement 

known as a Moss-Burstein shift.37 Since our films are ~100 nm thick grown on GaN 

substrates it is reasonable to expect that their absorption behavior may be dominated by the 

heterojunction interface. 

In this experiment the InAlN films were grown on freestanding GaN substrates in 

contrast to most of the literature which grows on sapphire substrates or on a GaN or AlN 

template. This difference in substrate appears to have had no impact on the band gaps which 

is consistent with InAlN films fully relaxed. 

Using HRXRD on wurtzite structure III-nitride crystals is a well-established method for 

determining film properties. A common HRXRD measurement is the on-axis 0002 ω-2θ 

scan from which one can directly measure the c parameter of a film relative to the substrate 

and, if fringes are present, the thickness.  

In order to determine the a parameter of a film without first knowing the strain state and 

compositions the HRXRD technique is a pair of off axis ω measurements.41 In this 

measurement scheme an open detector is used and an omega scan is performed around a pair 

of off axis substrate peaks rotated 180° around the film normal such as 101̅5 and 1̅015. 

Using the separation in omega between the film and substrate peaks in these two geometries 

the a and c parameter can be determined as was described by Krost et al.41 In the course of 

this experiment we initially tried to use the paired off axis technique to independently 

measure the a and c parameters of the InAlN films but found that it did not work across all 

compositions. We determined that the experiment was limited by the angular range 2θ of our 

open detector 1.8°. It was determined that for high In InAlN films the a/c parameter is 
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sufficiently different that for many compositions some or all of the off axis peak intensity 

falls outside of our scanning range. Due to this limitation of the system we used RSMs of 

the off axis peaks to measure the a parameter which in our case has lower resolution than the 

paired off axis technique due to instrument limitations.  

In this experiment we used the Tauc relation to determine the band gaps of our films. 

This required us to perform linear fits to sets of data which are imperfectly linear. Rather 

than fit by eye we decided to interpolate our data into a smooth function and derivate that 

function twice in order to find the curvature of the data then select a region with curvature 

near zero in the noise level, in this case lower than 3 x1010 eV-1cm-2.   
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E. Conclusion 

In conclusion a series of InxAl1-xN thin films were grown via Plasma Assisted MBE on 

freestanding GaN substrates with compositions ranging from x = 0.61 to x = 0.93. 

Compositions were determined via HRXRD and assuming Vegard’s Law for lattice 

constants. Band gaps were measured independently via absorption measurements with the 

absorption coefficients fitted in a Tauc plot model. The resulting band gap and composition 

data is presented above in Table 2.1. To compare the results from this experiment to the 

literature the data was fitted to a simple one parameter band bowing model and a 

composition-independent band bowing parameter of 4.0 ± 0.2 eV was calculated. The results 

are in general agreement with the literature.  
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Chapter 3: Growth of coherent BGaN films 

using BBr3 gas as a boron source in 

plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy 

 

Incorporating boron into gallium nitride to make BxGa1-xN solid solutions would create 

an avenue for extreme alloys due to the large band gap and small lattice parameters wurtzite 

phase BN is predicted to have compared to GaN.  In this paper we report the growth of high 

crystal quality, random alloy BxGa1-xN thin films with x up to 3.04% grown on (0001) Ga-

face GaN on sapphire substrates using plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy and BBr3 gas 

as a B source.  High resolution X-ray diffraction was used to measure both the c plane 

spacing and the strain state of the films.  It was determined that the films were fully coherent 

to the GaN substrate.  Elastic stress-strain relations and Vegard’s law were used to calculate 

the composition.  Atom probe tomography was used to confirm that the BxGa1-xN films were 

random alloys.  In addition to demonstrating a growth technique for high crystal quality 

BxGa1-xN thin films this paper demonstrated the use of BBr3 as a novel B source in plasma 

assisted molecular beam epitaxy. Reproduced with permission from the Journal of Vacuum 

Science & Technology A [Growth of coherent BGaN films using BBr3 gas as a boron 

source in plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy, Richard C. Cramer, Bastien Bonef, John 

English, Cyrus E. Dreyer, Chris G. Van de Walle, James S. Speck, Journal of Vacuum 

Science and Technology A 35, 041509 (2017)] 
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A. Introduction 

The III-nitride family of materials has demonstrated considerable uses in light emitting 

diodes,1,2 laser diodes,3,4 and high frequency power electronics.5,6 Conventionally, this 

materials family consists of AlN, GaN, InN, and solid solution alloys of the three 

compounds.  Incorporating the group III element boron into this family expands the 

paramater space of the III-nitride materials family and may allow for the creation of 

additional useful crystal alloys.  Predictions of the properties of B containing III-nitride 

alloys are complicated by the fact that the stable phase of BN is hexagonal (layered 

structure) instead of the wurtzite structure of the conventional group III nitrides and 

consequently the physical and structural properties are not well documented.  Density 

functional theory calculations predict that compared to the other III-nitrides, wurtzite BN 

would have a wide band gap, 10.13 eV direct gap, 6.46 eV indirect gap, and small lattice 

constants, a = 2.52 Å, c = 4.17 Å7.  Vegard’s law would therefore predict that successful 

incorporation of B into III-nitride alloys could have large effects on the band gap and lattice 

constant even at low B concentrations.  If the above predictions prove true, BGaN could be 

useful as a barrier material for deep UV optoelectronics due to its high band gap.  It may 

also be useful as a back barrier for high electron mobility transistors8.  Additionally, 

previous experimental literature has shown BGaN to be potentially useful in forming lattice 

constant gradients between small a parameter substrates, such as 6H-SiC, and larger a 

parameter films such as GaN9.   

BGaN has been grown via metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)10-14 and 

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)15 though the crystal quality in these experiments is poor 

compared to conventional III-nitrides.  The extreme lattice mismatch between the wurtzite 
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phase of BN and the other III-nitrides could be responsible for this low quality.  Addionally, 

growing high B concentration BGaN can lead to phase seperation and poor crystal quality.  

Previous reports calculate B concentration using high resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) 

and assuming that the BGaN films are completely relaxed.   

The BGaN samples reported in this paper were grown using plasma assisted molecular 

beam epitaxy (PAMBE) which is a common research technique for III-nitrides growth and 

in particular GaN.  In PAMBE, nitrogen is provided via a N2 plasma and the group III 

elements (In, Ga, and Al) and common dopants (Si, Mg) come from solid source effusion 

cells.  Because of the high melting point of B, an effusion cell is less practical to introduce 

this element.  It has been demonstrated previously that carbon, another high melting point 

material, can be used as a compensating dopant in PAMBE growth of GaN by using a CBr4 

gas source16.  This was the motivation for this project where we used BBr3 gas as a source 

for B.   

In this paper, we report the growth of high crystal quality, single phase, BGaN thin films 

using BBr3 gas as a boron source in PAMBE.  We have demonstrated that this method can 

grow BxGa1-xN films up to x = 3.04% while maintaining high crystal quality.  To calculate 

the composition of the films, we measured the c plane spacing of the films using HRXRD.  

We then measured the strain state using HRXRD and determined that the films were fully 

strained to the GaN film substrate and therefore we used standard elastic stress-strain 

relations and Vegard’s law to calculate their composition.  Additionally, we used atom probe 

tomography (APT) to confirm that the BGaN films are random alloys.   
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B. Experimental 

Samples were grown on conductive MOCVD Ga-face GaN:Si templates on sapphire 

(STN) purchased from St. Gobain (Lumilog).  500 nm of titanium metal were deposited onto 

the back, unpolished sapphire, side of the substrate, using an electron-beam evaporation 

system.  The titanium layer provided even thermal spreading across the substrate and, when 

heated, serves as emissive layer for infrared pyrometry which is used to measure the 

substrate temperature.   

The growth method used for BGaN films in this experiment is a variation of the 

well-established III-nitride PAMBE method of modulated growth.  Modulated growth of 

GaN is a technique which has been demonstrated to achieve high crystal quality and good 

surface morphology17.  During PAMBE growth of GaN, if the Ga flux exceeds the active 

nitrogen flux then the excess Ga may form a Ga adlayer.  It has been demonstrated that the 

presence of this adlayer between 1 and 2.4 monolayers (MLs) improves the surface of the 

GaN crystal compared to the growth with an adlayer less than 1 ML.  Increasing the adlayer 

thickness above 2.4 MLs causes Ga droplet formation which results in large (> 10 μm) 

morphological features on the surface.  During modulated growth, the time average 

monolayer coverage is kept below 2.4 ML and all regions on the surface are transient with a 

condition of adlayer coverage above 2.4 ML. During modulated growth the Ga adlayer is 

monitored in situ via reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED).  To characterize 

the adlayer, the intensity of a specular reflection spot is monitored over time.  When the 

adlayer is forming, a decrease in intensity is observed with a characteristic shoulder at 1 ML.  

Similarly when the adlayer is dispersing, the intensity returns to its previous value again 

with a characteristic shoulder at 1 ML.   
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For BGaN layers the modulated growth technique for GaN described above is 

modified with the introduction of BBr3 gas (99.999% purity, STREM Chemicals) through a 

showerhead injector.  BBr3 flow was controlled via the temperature of the BBr3 source 

which was held constant at 0 °C which corresponds to a beam equivalent pressure of 3.76 x 

10-7 Torr as measured by an ion gauge in the substrate position.  We do not currently have a 

method to accurately convert this beam equivalent pressure into a B flux.  However, if we 

assume that Ga and BBr3 have the same conversion factor between the ion gauge 

measurement and the GaN equivalent growth rate then this flux would be 6 nm/min.  It is 

likely that BBr3 being a polyatomic molecule, it would have an ion gauge sensitivity factor 

greater than that of Ga though neither factor has been calculated or measured 

experimentally.  This would make 6 nm/min an overestimate18.  We therefore assumed that 

the BBr3 flux was of order 1 to 10 nm/min.   

In this set of experiments, samples were grown using a Varian Gen II molecular 

beam epitaxy system.  Nitrogen was provided by flowing N2 gas (99.9995% purity) at 1.3 

sccm through a Veeco RF Unibulb source and excited into a plasma via 250 watts of RF 

radiation, this corresponds to 6.3 nm/min GaN equivalent growth rate of active nitrogen flux 

for all samples.  For all samples the substrate temperature was held at a 720 °C as measured 

by infrared pyrometry of the Ti layer.  Ga was provided using a Veeco SUMO cell.  Seven 

samples were grown.  Each sample consisted of two layers, a 100 nm unintentionally doped 

(UID) GaN layer grown with a Ga flux equal to 8.7 nm/min followed by a BGaN layer 

which was grown for 30 min total growth time. The growths were performed in 10 minutes 

segments with 5 minute growth interrupts between to allow the Ga adlayer to desorb. The 

BBr3 flux was held constant at 3.76 x 10-7 Torr for all BGaN layers.  A series of samples 
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was grown using varying Ga fluxes.  Samples A, B, C, D, E, F, and G were grown using Ga 

fluxes of 7.9, 6.4, 5.7, 5.4, 4.9, 4.5, and  4.0 nm/min respectively.  With constant BBr3 flux 

and decreasing Ga flux the B composition of the films increases for samples A through 

sample G.  All BGaN layers were grown with a Ga flux less than that of the pure GaN to 

prevent the total group III flux from being too high.   

The crystal quality of the samples was characterized using high resolution X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) on a Philips Panalytical MRD PRO diffractometer with a four bounce Ge 

(220) monochromater using Cu-Kα1 incident radiation (λ = 1.5405 Å).  The signal was 

collected using a sealed proportional counter detector and a two bounce Ge (220) analyzer 

crystal.  Reciprocal space maps of the 1015  reflection condition were collected using a 

PIXcel3D detector.  The sample surfaces were characterized with atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) via an Asylum MFP-3D tool used in tapping mode in air.   

After the XRD and AFM characterization of the samples.  Sample F was selected to 

have further characterization via atom probe tomography (APT).  The sample had a 100 nm 

GaN cap grown on top of the BGaN layer under the same conditions as the GaN buffer.  The 

GaN cap facilitates the preparation of APT samples.  The tip was prepared with a gallium 

ions FEI Helios 600 dual beam FIB instrument following standard procedure.  A final 

milling with an acceleration voltage of 2 kV was used to minimize damage from the 

preparation19.  APT analysis was performed with a Cameca 3000X HR Local Electrode 

Atom Probe (LEAP) operated in laser-pulse mode (13 ps pulse, 532 nm green laser, 10 µm 

laser spot size) with a sample temperature of 45 K.  The laser pulse energy was 1 nJ and a 

detection rate of 0.005 atoms per pulse was set during the analysis.  APT 3D reconstruction 
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was carried out using commercial software IVASTM with the scanning electron microscopy 

image of the tip used as a reference20.   
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C. Results 

The image in Figure 3.1 (a) shows the RHEED pattern that was observed during a GaN 

buffer layer growth; an arc of RHEED spots that is characteristic of a 2D surface.  The GaN 

buffer layer was grown in a method consistent with previous reports17.  During the buffer 

growth, the RHEED dimmed and brightened as the adlayer was formed and desorbed.  

During the growth of the BGaN layer for sample A, the RHEED intensity dimmed 

indicating the presence of a surface adlayer though the overall intensity variation was 

smaller compared to the one observed in the GaN buffer layer growth.  During the growth of 

the BGaN layers for sample B through G, the surface underwent a transition from a smooth 

flat surface, to a three dimensional surface.  The images in Figure 3.1 (b), and (c) show the 

spotty RHEED pattern characteristic of a 3D surface for the conditions of the incident beam 

parallel to the 〈11̅00〉 and 〈21̅1̅0〉 directions respectively.  The RHEED patterns for both 

azimuths show that the BGaN sustains the same hexagonal structure as the underlying GaN.  

Weak chevrons were observed in the 〈11̅00〉 azimuth condition which indicates faceting of 

the {101̅3} family of planes, this is consistent with the rough surface morphology that has 

been previously observed for N rich growth of GaN21.  The three dimensional RHEED 

pattern did not change in intensity during growth which prohibited the measurement of a 

group III adlayer in the same way that it is done when growing smooth GaN.  Despite the 

lack of evidence for an adlayer in the RHEED for sample B it was found that periodic 

growth interrupts were needed to maintain high crystal quality.  Samples grown under the 

same conditions as sample B but without the periodic growth interrupts had fewer fringes 

and had droplets on the surface.  Therefore all growths were performed with periodic growth 

interrupts as is normal for modulated growth.    
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Figure 3.1 Surface characterization of BGaN 

(a) RHEED pattern obtained from a 2D growth of GaN (b) 3D RHEED pattern obtained 

during growth of a BGaN film with incident beam parallel to 〈𝟏�̅�𝟎𝟎〉, (c) the same film 

as b rotated 30° so the incident beam is parallel to 〈𝟐�̅��̅�𝟎〉. (d) AFM 5x5 μm scan of 

sample F, the surface is rough with no discernible step edges.  
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AFM was performed on all samples.  Sample A was found to have large droplets on 

the surface consistent with what is observed during modulated growth with too high of a Ga 

flux.  Since Sample A was grown using a Ga flux less than the flux used for GaN, which 

does not result in droplets, this indicates that B from the BBr3 was contributing to a group III 

adlayer or to droplet formation in some way.  Samples B through G were found to have a 

generally rough surface morphology with no discernable facets or step edges and a RMS 

roughness ~2 nm.  A 5x5 μm AFM scan of sample F is shown in Figure 3.1, samples B 

through G are similar. 

On axis 0002 ω-2θ XRD scans of the samples are shown in Figure 3.2.  The figure 

shows the results of all seven samples plotted on a log scale with vertical offsets.  By 

measuring the angular separation between the GaN substrate peak and the BGaN film peak 

in the 0002 scan, the c parameter of the films is directly determined using well established 

crystallographic relations, we will relate this to composition later in this section.  Sample A 

does not have a secondary peak indicating that there was no incorporation of B into the 

crystal under those growth conditions.  Samples B through F show a secondary peak which 

is a result of B incorporation in the BGaN layer and thickness fringes out to at least third 

order which is indicative of high crystal quality.  Sample G has a secondary peak but does 

not have fringes which indicates B incorporation but lower crystal quality than samples B 

through F.  The spacing of the secondary peak fringes was used to calculate BGaN layer 

thicknesses and growth rate when applicable, this is shown in Table 3.1.  It can be seen that 

decreasing the Ga flux decreases the total group III flux and resulted in a lower growth rate 

and therefore a smaller overall thickness since all BGaN layers had a total growth time of 30 

minutes. 
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Figure 3.2 On-axis XRD 0002 ω-2θ scans of five BGaN samples with different 

boron composition.  

Vertical scale is a log scale with offsets for clarity, vertical units are otherwise arbitrary. 

The angle is delta omega from the GaN substrate peak. The angular separation between 

the film and substrate peaks correlate with B concentration for samples with the same 

strain state (B through F). The presence of thickness fringes is indicative of high crystal 

quality films. Sample A shows no boron incorporation. Sample G shows low crystal 

quality. 
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Table 3.1.  BxGa1-xN film properties.  

Sample Ga Flux (nm/min) x Thickness (nm) Growth Rate (nm/min) 

A 7.9 0.00% - - 

B 6.4 2.15% 145 4.8 

C 5.7 2.38% 134 4.5 

D 5.4 2.52% 121 4.0 

E 4.9 2.56% 101 3.3 

F 4.5 3.04% 101 3.3 

G 4.0 - - - 

N Flux = 6.3 nm/min for all samples 

 

 

Figure 3.3 (a) shows a diagram of the accessible XRD points in the wurtzite GaN 

system in reciprocal space.  We measured the 0002 ω-2θ scans to determine the c spacing of 

the film.  To accurately calculate the composition we first determined the strain state by 

measuring a reciprocal space map (RSM) for each sample.  Each RSM covers an area of 3° 

in omega and 2.5° degrees in theta around the 1015  GaN substrate peak.  The RSMs 

obtained for samples B through G are displayed in Figure 3.3 (b).  The large signal in the 

center is the GaN substrate peak and the smaller signal above is the BGaN film peak.  The 

vertical spacing between the peaks is indicative of the B concentration and shows the same 

trend as the 0002 measurements.  The lateral peak position for each film matches the lateral 

peak position of the GaN peak which shows that the films are fully coherent with the 

substrates and therefore fully strained.  The RSM for sample A is not shown because it has 

no secondary peak and did not provide any new information.  The RSM for sample G did 

not have a defined BGaN peak but rather a diffuse intensity both above and to the left of the 

GaN peak.  This indicates some degree of relaxation or other multiple phases but overall 

was inconclusive.  Combined with the low crystal quality of sample G, this leads us to 

conclude that sample G was not grown with promising growth conditions.  The samples that 
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are fully strained are the same samples that show fringing in Figure 3.2, they all share the 

same strain state and can be directly compared with a larger angular separation between the 

GaN and BGaN peaks correlating directly with B composition.  Sample G however has a 

smaller angular separation despite being grown in conditions that one would expect to lead 

to a higher B concentration.  This discrepancy is due to relaxation and overall decrease in 

crystal quality of the film.  The following analysis will focus on the high crystal quality, 

coherent samples B to F from which we can accurately calculate composition.   
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Figure 3.3 Reciprocal space maps.  

(a) Diagram of the accessible XRD points in the wurtzite GaN system. The measured 

points 0002 and 1015 are shown in red. (b) RSM for the five high crystal quality 

samples. The low intensity BGaN film peak is directly vertical of the substrate peak 

indicating a fully coherent film for these samples 
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For samples B through F the composition x of the BxGa1-xN films was calculated 

assuming Vegard’s law22.  The unstrained lattice parameters of wurtzite GaN, 𝑎𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜 and 

𝑐𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜 , were taken from experimental literature23.  The unstrained lattice parameters for 

wurtzite BN, 𝑎𝐵𝑁,𝑜 and 𝑐𝐵𝑁,𝑜, were taken from a density functional results since wurtzite is 

not the stable phase of BN under normal conditions7.  According to Vegard’s law the 

relations between the unstrained lattice parameters of the BxGa1-xN film of composition x, 

𝑎𝐵𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜 and 𝑐𝐵𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜 , the unstrained lattice parameters of BN, 𝑎𝐵𝑁,𝑜 and 𝑐𝐵𝑁,𝑜, and GaN, 

𝑎𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜 and 𝑐𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜, are: 

 

𝑐𝐵𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜 = 𝑐𝐵𝑁,𝑜(𝑥) + (1 − 𝑥)𝑐𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜  (3.1) 

 

𝑎𝐵𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜 = 𝑎𝐵𝑁,𝑜(𝑥) + (1 − 𝑥)𝑎𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜  (3.2) 

 

To relate the strained c lattice parameter that is extracted from the 0002 XRD 

measurement, 𝑐𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝐵𝐺𝑎𝑁 , to the unstrained lattice constant for BxGa1-xN of composition x 

standard strain tensors are used.  Since the films were mostly GaN, the elastic parameters of 

GaN, C13 and C33, measured by Wright et al.24 are used.  With a fully coherent film, the 

tensor equation reduces to the following: 

 

𝑐𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝐵𝐺𝑎𝑁 = (𝑐𝐵𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜) − 𝑐𝐺𝑎𝑁(

2 𝐶13

𝐶33
)(

𝑎𝐵𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜− 𝑎𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜

𝑎𝐺𝑎𝑁,𝑜
 )  (3.3) 

 

By simultaneously solving the above three equations the composition x of the BxGa1-xN 

films can be obtained.  The results of this calculation are shown in Table 3.1.   
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Figure 3.4 (a) shows a 2D distribution of boron extracted from the APT reconstruction of 

sample F.  On this image, highly concentrated boron clusters (above 8 at%) can not be seen 

and the alloy distribution is consistent with a random distribution. The presence of these B 

rich and poor regions is not caused by any clustering driving force but only caused by 

intrinsic desorder during growth.  The III site boron concentration obtained from the 3D 

volume in the BGaN layer is 3.0 atom % which is in very good agreement with the XRD 

measurements and analysis based on coherent films and Vegard’s Law.  Figure 3.4 (b) is the 

distribution of B composition for bins of a 15x40x70 nm3 sampling volume extracted in the 

3D reconstruction.  The volume is subdivided in 2090 sampling volumes of 100 atoms in 

which the boron fraction is measured.  The experimental distribution of boron is compared 

with the binomial distribution expected for a random alloy25.  A χ2 test is used to 

quantitatively compare the two distribution.  A χ2 value of 16.4 is obtained for 11 degrees of 

freedom wich correponds to a p value above 0.1.  A p value above 0.1 confirms the 

hypothesis that BGaN is a random alloy.  The same test was performed with sampling 

volumes composed of 50, 150 and 200 atoms and in different location in the BGaN layer 

which all resulted in the success of the χ2 test.  B in the BGaN layer is randomly distributed 

and clustering effects are not observed.  Br which could originate from the BBr3 source was 

not detected in the APT mass spectrum.   
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Figure 3.4 APT composition results of sample F.  

(a) 2D distribution of boron extracted from the APT reconstructed volume (b) Statistical 

distribution analysis of boron in the BGaN layer. The dashed line shows the binomial 

distribution that is expected for a random alloy. The bars show the experimental 

distribution. 
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D. Discussion 

To discuss the results for the growth of BGaN we will compare them to the well-

known growth conditions for GaN grown by PAMBE.  Figure 3.5 shows the growth map for 

GaN in PAMBE first described by Koblmüller et al.26 overlaid with the growth conditions 

used in this experiment for all BGaN films.  The growth condition used for the GaN buffer 

is provided as a reference.  The BBr3 flux is not represented in Figure 3.5 and was held 

constant for all films.  This comparison to the growth map of GaN is used to frame the 

discussion.  The evidence does not support a one to one correlation between the growth 

conditions of BGaN and GaN. 

 

Figure 3.5 A growth map for PAMBE GaN based on research by Koblmüller et al.26  

The growth conditions for the BGaN samples and for the GaN buffer are overlaid, though 

B flux is not represented on the plot it is constant for all BGaN samples. The highest 

quality BGaN samples were grown in what corresponds to the layer-by-layer regime in 

GaN though all BGaN samples other than A had a 3D surface morphology. 
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At our growth temperature of 720 °C, there are four growth regimes for GaN as defined 

by Ga flux – active N flux.  At highly N rich conditions, GaN films have a rough 3D surface 

and consequently it is called the 3D regime.  At conditions where the Ga flux is similar to 

the N flux, the growth mode is layer-by-layer, this growth regime contains both Ga rich and 

N rich conditions.  At conditions of significant Ga excess, a Ga adlayer greater than 1 ML 

forms.  This intermediate regime with Ga adlayer between 1 ML and 2.4 ML is the target 

regime for modulated growth of GaN.  With higher Ga flux the adlayer becomes greater 

than 2.4 ML and causes droplet formation and consequently is called the droplet regime.   

During the growth of sample A, the RHEED dimmed and brightened in a manner that 

shows clear evidence of an adlayer.  On the growth map, we see that by taking into account 

the Ga flux, we would expect the growth to be in an intermediate regime with a Ga adlayer 

greater than 1 ML but less than 2.4 ML, and consequently in a droplet-free regime.  Sample 

A had no B incorporation and had droplets on the surface.  Droplets on the surface indicate 

that the BBr3 flux was in some way contributing the group III adlayer which pushed the net 

group III flux - active N flux into a droplet regime.  The lack of B incorporation at this 

condition indicates that B is not incorporated on a “wet” Ga surface.  This could originate 

from preferential incorporation of Ga over B or because the BBr3 does not decompose under 

these conditions.  The general trend is that elements with higher atomic number in the group 

III column incorporate more readily in III-nitride growth.  Al incorporates preferentially to 

Ga which incorporates preferentially to In.  However unlike AlN, GaN, and InN, BN is not 

stable in the wurtzite phase and this could explain why B might not follow this trend. 

Samples B through F had high crystal quality and B incorporation which increased as Ga 

flux decreased.  All of these samples were grown in conditions which based on the Ga flux 
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only, would be in a layer-by-layer regime with a Ga adlayer less than 1 ML.  However, the 

RHEED did not show any evidence that the growth mode in this regime was layer-by-layer.  

Instead the RHEED for all samples showed a 3D surface.  The only difference between 

samples B and C which were grown Ga rich and samples E and F which were grown N rich 

is the B composition which follows the general trend.  This indicates that, similar to GaN, 

the growth regime for a slightly Ga rich and slightly N rich are similar.   

Sample G has low crystal quality and according to the GaN growth map, was grown in 

conditions that correlate with low quality 3D growth.  This does not necessarily mean that 

there is a different growth regime at this low Ga flux regime since all BGaN samples which 

shows B incorporation also had a 3D morphology.  The low crystal quality of sample G 

could be caused by relaxation of the film or phase separation or both. 

Despite the poor surface morphology, the RHEED and XRD both show evidence of high 

crystal quality in films B through F.  In other III-nitride alloys, high quality films can be 

achieved with visible step edges on the surface which cannot be seen in BGaN on the AFM 

images.  To the authors’ knowledge, there have been no previous reports of BGaN films 

which show clear step edges on the surface.  For PAMBE growth of GaN, it was found that 

a Ga adlayer greater than 1 ML is necessary to maintain good surface morphology at growth 

temperatures around 720 °C.  However for BGaN we found that B did not incorporate with 

such an adlayer.  This may be an experimental limitation of using BBr3 as a B source rather 

than a material limitation.  Different growth conditions may lead to better surface 

morphology. 

Continuing studies will further explore the growth map for this material.  In this paper 

the total growth time is controlled instead of the thickness.  Due to the differences in growth 
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rates, this resulted in samples with different thicknesses.  It should be possible if growth 

rates are calculated to grow samples of controllable thickness similar to standard group-III 

MBE.  However, it has not been tested yet.   

In this work we performed APT analysis on the highest B concentration sample that had 

high crystal quality in our series, to verify that it had a random alloy composition.  This 

sample being a random alloy, the rest of the series which all had lower B concentration 

would also have a random alloy distribution.  Random alloy distributions are important for 

electronic and photonic applications as it leads to consistent and predictable physical 

properties.  Previous BGaN papers have not used APT to check for atoms distribution in 3D.   

The APT analysis also agreed with the composition which we calculated from XRD 

analysis.  The agreement between the independent measurements supports our theory that 

Vegard’s law holds for wurtzite BGaN alloys.  The XRD was simplified due to the fully 

strained nature of the films.  The compositions cannot be directly solved using Vegard's law 

unless the unstrained lattice parameters are known.  In this paper, we used the results from a 

density functional theory paper7.  The agreement between the APT results and the XRD 

results calculated using the values from Dryer et al.7  provide some experimental support for 

those wurtzite BN lattice parameter values.   

Previous BGaN epitaxial layers have been grown primarily via MOCVD and resulted in 

films of lower crystal quality than those reported in this paper.  Additionally previous 

reports have assumed that the grown films were fully relaxed, which is more likely for 

MOCVD growth where the temperature is high (> 900 °C) compared to PAMBE growth 

where the temperature is lower (720 °C).  Our films may have a higher crystal quality 
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because they are not undergoing relaxation which would lead to the formation of crystal 

defects. 

Future studies on BGaN will explore the effect of relaxation of the BGaN films and 

attempt to find the solubility limit of B in GaN at our growth conditions.  This will help us 

determine if the decrease in crystal quality seen in films above 3.04% boron concentration 

was due to phase separation, relaxation induced defects or a combination of the two.  

Knowing this may help us modify the growth conditions to obtain samples with higher B 

concentrations. 
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E. Conclusion 

We have demonstrated growth of high crystal quality BGaN films with compositions up 

to 3.04% grown coherently on GaN templated sapphire substrates using PAMBE.  HRXRD 

experiments confirmed the high crystal quality of the films and the compositions of the films 

were calculated assuming Vegard's law using theoretical values for unstrained wurtzite 

phase BN.  APT on the sample with the highest B concentration showed evidence of a 

random alloy distribution of group III elements indicating a good solid solution alloy.  

Finally, we demonstrated the first successful use of BBr3 gas as a B source in III-nitride 

PAMBE.   
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Chapter 4: BBr3 as a boron source in 

plasma-assisted MBE 

 

Boron is a difficult material to use in a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) reactor due to its 

high melting point as a pure compound. Consequently, there is interest in exploring alternative 

sources for B in MBE. In this paper we detail the construction and operation of a novel BBr3 

injection system for plasma-assisted MBE growth and show results for BGaN thin films 

grown using readily available low purity BBr3 as a proof of concept for the source. The BBr3 

system enables the growth of coherent BGaN films with concentration up to 3% B on the 

group III site and thicknesses up to 280 nm as determined by high resolution X-ray diffraction. 

Atom probe tomography and secondary ion mass spectroscopy results of a B0.03Ga0.97N film 

indicate a high level of Br impurity on the order of 1 x 1019 atoms/cm3
  and atmospheric 

contamination consistent with a low purity source. BBr3 is successful as a B source for high 

crystal quality BGaN films however the Br incorporation from the source limits the 

applications for this material. This work is reprinted with permission from the Journal of 

Vacuum Science and Technology A [BBr3 gas as a boron source in plasma-assisted molecular 

beam epitaxy, Richard C. Cramer, Bastien Bonef, and James S. Speck, Journal of Vacuum 

Science and Technology A In Press (2019)] 
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A. Introduction 

In molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) many metallic sources are converted into molecular 

beams by evaporating or sublimating pure metals at high temperature. For materials that 

constitute the bulk of an epitaxial film (as opposed to dopants) this temperature is generally 

hundreds of degrees above the melting point of the metal. For materials with high melting 

points such as B (melting point = 2076 °C1) the temperatures required to get significant 

sublimation rates are higher than the operating temperatures of the crucibles for traditional 

effusion cells. Experimental high temperature crucibles exist2 that can reach temperatures of 

~2100 °C but even at these elevated temperatures B fluxes would be low compared to other 

group III sources. Beyond effusion cells, other options to grow using these elements include 

electron beam3 and gas sources.4 In this paper we present a technique to use BBr3 gas as the 

B source in plasma-assisted MBE. As a proof of concept for this method, we demonstrate the 

growth of high crystal quality BGaN thin films.  

In previous reports5 we demonstrated high crystal quality growth of coherent ~100 nm 

BxGa1-xN films over a range of compositions from 1-3% B on the group III site using BBr3 as 

the B source. Additionally we showed that the films had a random alloy distribution of B and 

Ga atoms using atom probe tomography (APT).6 In this paper we explain in detail our BBr3 

injection systems construction and operation, we present the coherent growth of a 280 nm 

thick B0.03Ga0.97N layer, and we discuss secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and APT 

results that show the current limits of our BBr3 source as it applies to BGaN. The primary 

limitation for BGaN is high levels of Br impurities in the films which may be a fundamental 

limitation of the BBr3 source. 
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BBr3 is a liquid at room temperature and pressure and is easily vaporized at lower 

pressures and/or elevated temperatures. To inject BBr3 gas into the MBE chamber a custom 

system was built and will be described in detail in the experimental section of this report. A 

BBr3 source was selected due to the previous success of CBr4
 used as a gas source for C doping 

of GaN in plasma assisted MBE.7 It is believed that in the CBr4 doping of GaN the CBr4 

decomposes on the growing GaN surface and thus creates elemental C which readily 

incorporates into the film. SIMS results indicate that when using CBr4 to dope GaN with a 

target C concentrations in the 1016 cm-3 to 1018 cm-3 range Br was unmeasurable and 

presumably desorbs as Br2 during the growth process.7 To achieve alloying levels of B from 

our BBr3 source we need four orders of magnitude higher gas flux than in the CBr4 

experiments. As we will show this leads to Br incorporation which is not seen in CBr4 doped 

GaN films. 

The group III-nitride system (AlN, GaN, InN, and their alloys) has demonstrated 

applications in light emitting diodes,8, 9 laser diodes,10, 11 and high frequency power 

electronics12, 13 and can be grown via common high quality epitaxial growth technique 

including MOCVD14 and MBE.15 Due to its demonstrated utility, there is interest in expanding 

this materials system to include the alloys with BN such as BGaN and BAlN. There have been 

theoretical predictions for the potential properties of BGaN16 and BAlN17 and confirming or 

refuting these predictions would be of great interest for the materials community for making 

future predictions of similar extreme alloy systems. Wurtzite phase BN is unstable but density 

functional theory calculations predict that if it were to exist it would have small (compared to 

AlN) lattice constants, a = 2.52 Å, c = 4.17 Å, as well as a wide band gap, 10.13 eV direct 

gap, 6.46 eV indirect gap.18 Determining the material properties of wurtzite phase BGaN or 
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BAlN alloys would be interesting to see if Vergard’s Law holds when one of the end points 

can only be predicted by theory. Additionally, the high band gap of the materials would make 

BAlN potentially useful for deep UV optoelectronic applications if high quality, low impurity 

material could be grown.  
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B. Experimental 

The BBr3 gas for this experiment and the previous results5, 6 was injected into the MBE 

using a custom built system as shown schematically in Fig. 4.1. The BBr3 liquid is held in our 

custom bubbler (Fig. 4.1a). The bubbler has a load cap, a single outlet line, and is mounted 

with a thermoelectric temperature controller which allows the bubbler temperature to be held 

in a range from -20 °C to 30 °C. Over this temperature range the vapor pressure of the BBr3 

changes by almost two orders of magnitude.18 The outlet line of the bubbler goes through a 

variable leak valve (Fig. 4.1b) then either a 1 mm2 conductive orifice or through both the 1 

mm2 orifice and a full 18.3 mm2 diameter tube (Fig. 4.1c). Finally the gas is injected into the 

Varian Gen II MBE system through a tube positioned around the straight-on pyrometer 

viewport (Fig. 4.1d). The inner tube is a viewport for infrared pyrometry measurements of the 

substrate during growth and the BBr3 gas flows through the outer tube. Inside the MBE system 

the injection tube has a multi-hole nozzle designed to evenly spread the gas flux (Fig. 4.1e). 

The injection nozzle has 40, 0.6 mm2
, holes evenly spaced in a circle with a radius of 2.54 cm. 

36 holes were drilled with a 4° outward angle while a set of four holes set every 90 degrees 

have an 8° degree inward angle. The 1:6 diameter to length ratio for the holes combined with 

the angling of the holes is predicted to facilitate an even spreading of the gas flux over a 2 

inch wafer at a distance between the nozzle and substrate of 9.4 cm. The injection system also 

has an ion pump (Fig. 4.1f) used to pump the system down to 10-8 Torr when not in use and 

to redirect the gas flow into once established (see below).  
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of the BBr3 Injection System  

(a.) BBr3 bubbler with thermoelectric temperature control. (b.) variable leak valve (c.) low 

flux 1 mm2  orrifice and valve which opens an optional 18.3 mm2 orrafice (d.) injection 

tube to MBE system. (e.) nozzle side of the injection tube (f.) ion pump. 

 

The amount of BBr3 gas flowing into the system was qualitatively measured using a beam 

flux monitor (BFM) which is a Bayard-Alpert Gauge positioned at the growth position in the 

MBE chamber. Although the BFM provides a pressure value, it requires a specific calibration 

for each gas species to be accurate. Such a calibration is unavailable for BBr3. Consequently, 

the conversion from pressure as measured by the BFM to an absolute molecular flux is non-

trivial and the beam equivalent pressure may vary between machines. The three flow control 

mechanisms of temperature, leak valve, and choice of orifice gave us a useable range of BBr3 

flows from below the detection limit of the BFM (10-11 Torr) to ~10-5 Torr. Experimentally 

we found BBr3 fluxes useful for BGaN growth to be in the range of 10-8 Torr to 10-6 Torr. The 

set of fluxes obtained by varying the temperature of the bubbler while holding the leak valve 

position constant at halfway open and the bypass valve closed are displayed in Fig. 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2. BBr3 Beam Equivalent Pressure  

BBr3 beam equivalent pressure as a function of bubbler temperature with the 

leak valve held at a constant midway open position and the bypass valve closed.  

 

The BBr3 liquid as received from the supplier (STREM 5N purity) was poured into our 

custom bubbler under an inert high purity nitrogen atmosphere. Note that 5N purity is two 

orders of magnitude less pure than our other sources for MBE however it was the most pure 

material that was readily available for this proof of concept experiment. The bubbler was 

placed within the injection system and the rest of the system was put through a standard 

purge/pump cycle; filled with N2 gas then pumped down to a pressure of 1 x 10-7 Torr three 

times then baked at 100 °C for 4 hours. This purge, pump, bake process was used to drive air 

and water out of the system prior to flowing BBr3 gas. To remove the N2 gas in the BBr3 source 

bubbler, it was cooled to -20 °C and opened to a roughing scroll pump to pull off the N2 while 

leaving most of the BBr3 in a liquid state.  After the majority of the N2 was pumped out of the 
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bubbler, we established a BBr3 flow to the MBE system where we confirmed that the partial 

pressure of N2 introduced into the system with the BBr3 was below 1 x 10-9 Torr using a 

quadrupole mass spectrometer mounted within the MBE growth chamber (RGA 200, Stanford 

Research Systems).  

Prior to each growth, the flux of BBr3 in the MBE system was measured using the BFM 

and any necessary adjustments to BBr3 temperature or leak valve position were made. Since 

the injection system was kept in vacuum when not in use, on the first growth of a day it could 

take up to 10 minutes to establish a constant flux in the MBE as the gas slowly moved through 

the injection system. Once the target flux was established the valve to the main MBE chamber 

(Fig. 4.1d) was closed and the valve to the ion pump (Fig. 4.1f) was opened redirecting the 

gas flow from the main chamber into the ion pump. With the flow redirected into the ion pump 

instead of stopped such that the desired BBr3 flux could be reestablished on a time scale of 

~30 seconds as opposed to 10 minutes.  

200 - 300 nm thick samples of BxGa1-xN were grown on a GaN on-sapphire substrates 

with x = 0.02 - 0.03.  Prior to growth, the back side of the sapphire substrates were coated 

with 500 nm of Ti to act as an absorbing material for the IR heating and as an IR emitter for 

pyrometry.  The film was grown at 720 °C for 45 min of total growth time under slightly group 

III rich conditions.  We used a technique of modulated growth where the growth was 

performed in nine 5 min periods with 30 s growth interrupts to allow excess Ga to desorb.19 

The active nitrogen was provided by a Riber RFN-50/63 nitrogen plasma source equipped 

with an auto-tuning unit and operated with 3 sccm of high purity N2 and 200 W of RF power. 

The Ga flux was provided by a traditional effusion cell operated at temperatures that 

corresponds to beam pressures in the range of 5.3 x 10-7 to 7.3 x 10-7 Torr as measured by the 
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BFM.  Boron was provided by a flow of BBr3 gas which had a BFM pressure of 5.90 x 10-7 

Torr. The growth techniques used in this paper are the same as those presented in a previous 

paper.7  

To analyze the crystal quality and composition of the films we used high resolution X-

ray direction (HRXRD) on a Philips Panalytical MRD PRO diffractometer with a four bounce 

Ge (220) monochromater using Cu-Kα1 incident radiation (λ = 1.5405 Å).  The signal was 

collected using a sealed proportional counter detector and a two bounce Ge (220) analyzer 

crystal. We measured 0002 peaks in an ω-2θ geometry. We also performed reciprocal space 

maps around the 1̅015 reflection in an asymmetric geometry to verify if the films were fully 

coherent with the underlying GaN template.   

To measure the Br impurity levels, 300 nm thick films of B0.02Ga0.98N and B0.03Ga0.97N 

were grown with 200 nm GaN caps and the Br concentration as a function of depth was 

measured via SIMS (EAG Laboratories). 

To investigate the atomic distribution of B, O and C in a B0.03Ga0.97N layer, the sample 

was investigated using APT. A 200 nm GaN cap was re-grown on top of the BGaN layer to 

facilitate the preparation of the APT thin needle by focused ion beam (FIB). An FEI Helios 

600 dual beam FIB instrument was used for the preparation following standard procedure with 

final Ga beam energy reduced to 2 keV to minimize FIB damage. The APT analysis was 

performed with a Cameca 3000X HR Local Electrode Atom Probe (LEAP) operated in laser-

pulse mode (13 ps pulse, 532 nm green laser, 10 µm laser spot size) with a base temperature 

of 45 K.  The laser pulse energy and the detection rate for the experiments were respectively 

set to 1 nJ and 0.005 atoms per pulse for reliable quantification of B.6 APT 3D reconstruction 
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was carried out using commercial software IVASTM and by using the thickness of the BGaN 

layer determined by XRD as a reference.  

To determine the oxygen concentration in our BGaN films we grew samples of GaN and 

Al0.03Ga0.97N at comparable growth conditions (as a check on unintentional oxygen 

concentration in our MBE fimls), 720 °C and a near stoichiometric ratio of group III and N 

fluxes. The oxygen and carbon concentration in these samples was measured via SIMS 

(Cameca IMS 7f Auto SIMS). 
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C. Results 

The 0002 ω-2θ scan HRXRD scan of a representative B0.02Ga0.97N film can be seen in 

Fig. 4.3a. Thickness fringes can be seen indicating high crystal quality and enabling us to 

determine the film thickness from the angular spacing of the fringes. Consistent with our 

previous reports, the reciprocal space map around the 1̅015 peak (Fig. 4.3b), shows the lower 

intensity film peak to same in-plane component of the peak as the GaN template peak, thus 

demonstrating that the film is fully coherent. We calculated the B content of the films using 

Vegard’s Law, theoretical literature values for the lattice constants of wurtzite phase BN, and 

using the elastic parameters of GaN to predict the deformation due to being strained to the 

substrate. The method is explained in detail in a previous work.5  It is worth noting that this 

film is coherent at a thickness of 280 nm. The critical thickness for stress relaxation by 

cracking or dislocation formation is a topic of ongoing investigation for BGaN films. 
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Figure 4.3 (XRD results  

(a.) a 0002 XRD scan of a 280 nm B0.02Ga0.98N thin film grown on a GaN template on 

sapphire substrate (b.) a RSM around the 1̅015 peaks for the substrate and, above it, the 

BGaN film. 
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The SIMS results for a B0.02Ga0.98N film show a peack Br concentration on the order of  

2 x 1018 cm-3, the results for the B0.03Ga0.97N film show that the Br concentration is on the 

order of 1 x 1019 cm-3 at its highest point (Fig. 4.4). Although high levels of Br were measured 

in the BGaN layer the Br concentration in the surrounding GaN layers was below the SIMS 

detection limit of ~1015 cm-3. We do not see sharp changes of Br concentration at interfaces 

of the BGaN layer and we see a Br concentration peak at the initial growth interface (~800 

nm), this is most likely due to residual BBr3 in the MBE from the flux check performed ~1 

hour before growth. While it is not explored in this study, Br doping at that level would likely 

strongly impact the electrical properties of a BGaN film grown using BBr3. 

 

Figure 4.4 SIMS Results.  

Br depth profile of a 300 nm thick B0.03Ga0.97N film with a 200 nm UID GaN cap on a 

300 nm thick GaN buffer layer. The BGaN layer is located between 200 nm and 500 nm 

and the MBE growth/substrate interface is at 800 nm.  
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Fig. 4.5a shows a 1D concentration profile measured from the APT volume obtained 

on a B0.03Ga0.97N sample. The B level as measured by APT (1.8 x 1021 cm-3) is in approximate 

agreement to the concentration as determined via XRD (B0.03Ga0.97N would have a B 

concentration of 1.3 x 1021 cm-3).  There is an elevated level of B in the GaN cap which 

indicates that after we turn off the deliberate BBr3 flow there is residual BBr3 in the growth 

chamber that incorporates into the film. The BBr3 source does not have a shutter, only a valve 

external to the MBE, this prevents us from having an instantaneous cut-off of the gas flow. 
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Figure 4.5 APT results  

(a.) B, O, and C depth profile of a B0.03Ga0.97N film with a GaN cap. (b.) A radial 

distribution analysis which shows that O is likely to cluster with other O atoms but does 

not correlate with B atoms. 
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Also in Fig. 4.5a, C and O signals can be clearly observed in the BGaN layer. C and 

O peaks in the APT mass spectrum are not observed in the GaN top and bottom layers which 

indicate that their presence in these layers are below the detection limit of APT. For the 

B0.03Ga0.97N sample (Fig. 4.5a), C impurities are 3.0 x 1019 cm-3 while O impurities are 9.9 x 

1019 cm-3
. In the APT mass spectrum Br was not detected however based on our SIMS results 

we expect it to be of order 1.0 x 1019 cm-3 which is around the noise level for this APT analysis.  

The respective distribution of O and B in the BGaN layer was studied using the radial 

distribution analysis (RDA) method. The ratio of the composition found in spherical shells 

around each O atoms to the overall sample composition is plotted versus the shell radius (Fig. 

4.5b). A self O-O correlation curve was generated by measuring the compositions of O. A 

cross O-B correlation curve was generated by measuring the compositions of B. Ratios above 

one in these two curves would respectively indicate O-O or an O-B affinities. Here, only O 

rich regions were detected in the BGaN layer which do not correspond to a local increase in 

the B concentration since the O-B cross correlation curve remains constant around one. O 

incorporation in the BGaN layer is not favored by the presence of B locally during growth. 

Similar statistical analysis were performed for C but its low content level in the sample 

prevented us from getting a reliable distribution a short scale.  

SIMS results for the GaN and Al0.03Ga0.97N films grown under comparable growth 

conditions found O levels of 5 x 1016 cm-3 and 1 x 1017 cm-3 respectively and C levels of 2 x 

1016 cm-3 for both.  The low O concentration in the GaN film shows that the MBE system used 

in this study has low overall oxygen impurities. The O concentration in the AlGaN sample are 

higher than the GaN as is expected however they are still significantly lower than the BGaN 

sample. 
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D. Discussion 

The BBr3 source has been used successfully to grow BGaN films with reliable and 

reproducible results. The HRXRD results show that the system can grow high crystal quality 

samples. However the high levels of O and Br impurities in the current samples make 

measuring the electrical properties of BGaN challenging. 

The growth conditions at which we found B to incorporate into a GaN film (720 °C, N-

rich) are known to lead to increased O uptake when compared to hotter or more Ga rich MBE 

growth of GaN.20, 21 However the control sample of Al0.03Ga0.97N grown in our MBE chamber 

at comparable growth conditions had a peak O concentration of 1 x1017 cm-3 and a C 

concentration of 2 x 1016 cm-3 compared to 9.9 x1019 cm-3 O and 3.0 x1019 cm-3 C for the 

B0.03Ga0.97N films. This leads to the conclusion that it is not the growth condition or the MBE 

chamber leading to the O and C impurities but the BBr3 source itself. 

The BBr3 gas as received is 5N purity which is significantly lower than the other material 

inputs in our MBE. The Ga used in our MBE system is 7N purity (UMC Corp). The N2 used 

for our nitrogen plasma is 6N purity (Matheson) and passes through two sequential purifiers 

(SAES MC1-902F) before flowing into the plasma cavity. Higher purity sources of BBr3 are 

available (Versum Materials 6N8 purity/99.99998%) as it is used as a B source for thermal 

diffusion doping of Si22, 23
 however due to the cost and the difficulty of acquiring research 

quantities of the high purity reagent a less pure, more readily available source was selected 

for this proof of concept study.  

Based on source material purity alone if O and B incorporated into the films at the same 

rate we would expect to see six orders of magnitude less O than B instead we only see one 

order of magnitude difference. We know that O incorporation is high at this growth condition 
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and that B incorporation into the film requires BBr3 to decompose first which may lower the 

incorporation efficiency of BBr3 compared to a pure B source. However combining these 

factors it is still unlikely that we would get such high O levels with a 5N purity source so we 

speculate that our BBr3 material entering the MBE is less pure. This is either due to 

contamination at some point in the materials handling process or an undetected leak in our 

BBr3 injection system. In the absence of such factors we expect the O and C concentrations 

to be significantly lower.  

The Br contamination is a more concerning issue for this growth method since using BBr3 

as a B source for BGaN films appears to inevitably result in a large unintentional Br 

incorporation. While it is clear that B incorporates preferentially to Br, the Br incorporation 

is high. For the growth of B0.02Ga0.98N, B is incorporating ~1800 times more readily than Br 

while for the growth of the B0.03Ga0.97N film the B incorporated only ~360 times more readily 

than Br. Both samples had the same BBr3 and N fluxes into the chamber but had different Ga 

fluxes and therefore different B and Br incorporation rates. It is still unclear on what type of 

dopant Br would be in a III-nitride compound but as a halogen it is likely electrically active. 

It is possible that changing growth conditions could lower the Br incorporation. However, 

unlike O incorporation which we can compare with analogous materials, such systems are not 

available yet for Br incorporation. Consequently, predicting Br incorporation behavior is not 

possible for now. We believe this to be the largest barrier to implementing BBr3 as a B source 

for BGaN films.  
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E. Conclusion 

The technique we developed to use BBr3 as a B source in plasma-assisted molecular beam 

epitaxy growth of III-nitride films is successful for growing high crystal quality films 

B0.02Ga0.97N films coherently up to 280 nm thick. This growth condition is 720 °C with an 

excess of N. The B content of the films is controlled by varying the Ga and BBr3 fluxes. 

Unfortunately for BGaN the BBr3 source also leads to a high level of Br impurities which 

makes BBr3 an infeasible source for BGaN devices. The high crystal quality of the films and 

the ability to control the B concentration indicates that the BBr3 source may be useful for other 

B containing materials that incorporate Br less readily such as BN. 
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Chapter 5: Demonstration of BAlN and h-

BN via plasma-assisted MBE 

 

A. Proof of concept: BAlN 

In Chapters 3 and 4 we presented initial results for the growth of BGaN via MBE using 

BBr3 as a B source. BGaN is interesting as it represents a novel extreme alloy but also due to 

its potential for having a high band gap and large polarization charge density. BAlN is 

interesting for the same reasons. We do not have enough data to present a thorough study of 

the growth of BAlN via MBE but we can present data of a proof of concept for the growth 

of BAlN using the BBr3 source.  

Using comparable growth conditions those that resulted in a B0.03Ga0.97N film a thick 

BAlN film was grown. Nitrogen plasma of 1 sccm 300 W which corresponds to an AlN 

equivalent growth rate of ~4 nm/min, BBr3 flux of 3.60 x 10-7 Torr, and an Al flux of 5.05 x 

10-8 Torr which corresponds to an AlN equivalent growth rate of ~2.5 nm/min. 120 minutes 

total growth time with a constant substrate temperature of 720 °C. The substrate for this 

experiment was 4H-SiC (Cree) which had a thick MOCVD AlN buffer layer. Prior to 

growth, 500 nm of Ti was deposited onto the back of the SiC to serve as an IR absorber for 

heating and an IR emitter for IR pyrometry. The emissivity for the Ti backed SiC substrate 

was calibrated via the melting point of Al.   

A high resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) scan of the sample can be seen in Figure 5.1. 

The 0002 on axis peak (Fig. 5.1a) shows the SiC substrate peak on the far left, the central 
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AlN peak, and to the right the BAlN peak. The thickness fringes of the BAlN peak were 

used to determine film thickness of 236 nm and are indicative of good crystal quality. The 

reciprocal space map around the off axis 1̅015 peak (Fig. 5.1b) show that the BAlN peak is 

directly above the AlN peak in reciprocal space indicating that the BAlN is fully strained to 

the AlN.  
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Figure 5.1 BAlN XRD  

(a.) On axis omega two-theta scan: 0004 SiC substrate peak on the far left, 0002 AlN 

peak in the middle and 0002 BAlN peak with fringes on the right side of the AlN peak. 

(b.) Reciprocal space map around the (1̅015) peak for AlN. The BAlN peak is directly 

above the AlN peak which means the BAlN film is fully strained to the AlN layer.   
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To calculate the composition of the BAlN film we determined its strained c parameter 

(cBAlN) from the 0002 omega-two theta scan using Bragg’s Law and the 0004 4H-SiC 

substrate peak as a reference point. Based on the RSM we know that the BAlN is fully 

coherent to the underlying AlN and therefore aAlN,o = aBAlN.  Using standard stress-strain 

relations, the elastic properties of AlN (C13 & C33), and literature values for the lattice 

constants of relaxed AlN (aAlN, o and cAlN, o)
1 and wurtzite phase BN (aBN, o and cBN, o). We 

calculated the strained composition x of the BAlN by solving the following system of 

equations. 

 

  𝑐𝐵𝐴𝑙𝑁,𝑜 = 𝑐𝐵𝑁,𝑜(𝑥) + (1 − 𝑥)𝑐𝐴𝑙𝑁,𝑜    (5.1) 

 

𝑎𝐵𝐴𝑙𝑁,𝑜 = 𝑎𝐵𝑁,𝑜(𝑥) + (1 − 𝑥)𝑎𝐴𝑙𝑁,𝑜    (5.2) 

 

(
𝑐𝐵𝐴𝑙𝑁− 𝑎𝐵𝐴𝑙𝑁,𝑜

𝑎𝐵𝐴𝑙𝑁,𝑜
 ) =  −(

2 𝐶13

𝐶33
)(

𝑎𝐴𝑙𝑁,𝑜− 𝑎𝐵𝐴𝑙𝑁,𝑜

𝑎𝐵𝐴𝑙𝑁,𝑜
 )    (5.3) 

 

Where cBAlN,o and aBAlNo, are the relaxed lattice constants for a BAlN film of 

compositions x. From this analysis we calculated the composition to be approximately 5% B 

on the group III site. This measurement is somewhat complicated by the broad AlN peak 

which overlaps a significant portion of the BAlN peak. The broad AlN peak is a result of the 

varied strain states which results from heteroepitaxy of AlN on SiC.  

A second sample was prepared using the same growth conditions as the previous sample 

with an additional 200 nm AlN cap grown on top using the same N flux and an Al flux of 
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1.16 x 10-7 Torr beam equivalent pressure. Atom probe tomography (APT) was performed 

by collaborator Dr. Bonef. The APT results gave a composition of 6% B on the group III site 

in rough agreement with our XRD results but also indicated that there was significant 

clustering of the B within the film and it was not a pure random alloy. A comparison of the 

observed concentration distribution with a purely random binomial distribution is displayed 

below in Figure 5.2. 

 

  

Figure 5.2 Boron distribution in BAlN vs binomial distribution 

The distribution of B within the ~5% BAlN film. Note that the B distribution (closed 

circles) is broader and shallower than a binomial distribution (open circles) which is 

indicative of clustering within the film rather than a random alloy.  

 

Comparing the BAlN growth to our previous work on BGaN2, 3 it is noteworthy that 

comparable growth conditions lead to increased B incorporation. Due to the chemical 

similarity between B and AlN and the lower lattice mismatch between wurtzite BN and AlN 

this is not unexpected. These initial results are promising and demonstrate that the BBr3 
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source works for BAlN as well as BGaN. However the Br incorporation that was observed 

in the BGaN is likely to be a problem in BAlN films as well. Additionally we have not yet 

demonstrated a random BAlN alloy. Due to time constraints this work will not be completed 

by the author but may serve as a starting point for a future graduate student.   
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B. Proof of concept: hexagonal BN 

Hexagonal boron nitride is an interesting material particularly to the 2D physics and 

electronics communities.4, 5, 6 While it is not an extreme alloy testing if our experimental 

BBr3 could be used to grow BN was a natural experiment to perform.   

We deposited a film using a BBr3 flux of 3.60 x 10-7 Torr, a nitrogen plasma of 1 sccm 

flow of N2 and 300 w of plasma power for a total growth time of 90 minutes at a growth 

temperature of 730 °C. The substrate for this growth was 4H-SiC (Cree) which has 

undergone chemical mechanical planarization to have unit cell step height. Prior to growth 

500 nm of Ti was deposited onto the back of the SiC to serve as an IR absorber for heating 

and an IR emitter for IR pyrometry. The emissivity for the Ti backed SiC substrate was 

calibrated via the melting point of Al.   

Measuring h-BN via XRD is particularly difficult since the low Z ratio of the B atoms 

results in low intensity XRD reflections. Using a significantly higher integration time than 

our other XRD scans we did manage to see evidence that we had h-BN deposited on the film 

as can be seen in Figure 5.3. This initial study of h-BN grown using BBr3 source is far from 

conclusive however it does show enough promise that it may be of interest for future 

research. The major issue for the BBr3 source for wurtzite phase BGaN was the 

incorporation of Br impurities. It is unknown if h-BN would have the same issue.  
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Figure 5.3 h-BN XRD 

Large area omega two-theta scan around the 4H-SiC 0004 substrate peak. Signals at 

~13.6° and ~22.9° are approximately where we would expect the peaks for h-BN 0002 

and 0004 peaks respectively to be. The low Z ratio of both B and N means that BN has 

very low signal compared to SiC 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 

 

A. Extreme III-nitrides 

The extreme III-nitride alloys InAlN, BGaN, and BAlN all still have significant potential 

for future research. Due to complications caused by strain state and alloy quality the basic 

properties of these alloys as a function of composition are still difficult to reliably measure. 

Additionally there is much work to be done to find reliable growth techniques which 

produce both high crystal quality and low impurity concentration across all compositions. 

InAlN is a well explored system yet still there is not a broad consensus on the functional 

form of the composition dependence of the bandgap. In Chapter 2 we presented data on the 

band gap of InAlN films with high In content which contributes to the set of band gap vs 

composition values available in the literature. The band gap data we present is ultimately 

derived from absorption data and we use a different fitting method than most of the 

literature. In our data analysis we interpolate the absorption data and perform numerical 

differentiation to determine the curvature of the data. We then define a region of low 

curvature as " linear " and perform our Tauc fit to that region. We expect this method to be 

more precise and reproducible than past methods of fitting "by eye". There is still significant 

work to be done in performing consistent accurate measurements of the band gap across the 

entire range and finding a functional form for the band bending which can be used to 

support a theoretical model.  

In Chapters 3, 4, and 5 we demonstrated the growth of high crystal quality BGaN and 

BAlN films. This is a very new area of research and there is significant work yet to be done. 

We obtained good, random alloy, B incorporation in our BGaN films however our 
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composition was limited to 3.9% B on the group III site and we had extremely rough surface 

morphology. Exploring different growth modes for BGaN, particularly those at a higher 

temperature, may result in higher adatom mobility and a smoother surface. Additionally 

there is interest in determining the actual solubility limit of BN in wurtzite GaN. We are 

currently unsure if the clustering that we see of the B in films above 3.9% B on the group III 

site is due to phase separation or some other factor. Our work on BAlN is less complete than 

on BGaN leaving a great amount of research left to be done on the growth of BAlN using 

BBr3 as a B source. Beyond structural quality the electrical and optical properties of the 

BGaN and BAlN films would be of great interest to the community.   
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B. Applications for BBr3 in MBE 

The BBr3 source has been successful for incorporating B into group III nitrides. We have 

demonstrated good crystal quality random alloys of BGaN with B compositions up to 3.9% 

and our initial results for BAlN are similarly promising. However the BBr3 source itself is a 

significant source of O, C, and Br impurities in the films. 

The O and C incorporation in our BGaN films is most likely a result of the low purity 

source we used as a proof of concept. We expect with a higher purity source these 

contaminants would not be present. The Br incorporation from the source is more likely a 

fundamental limitation for the growth BGaN and BAlN using BBr3. It is possible that in 

some drastically different growth regime the Br incorporation would fall to acceptable levels 

however this seems unlikely. Additionally while it is unknown what type of dopant Br 

would be in BGaN and BAlN it is likely electrically active which would severely limit any 

potential applications of Br doped material. This means that it is likely that BBr3 is not going 

to be a good source for BGaN and BAlN. There is some potential for BBr3 to be used as a B 

source in MBE growth of other materials such as h-BN which we have demonstrated a proof 

of concept.  
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Appendix A: Paired off-axis HRXRD  

 

Using High Resolution X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) on wurtzite structure III-nitride films 

is a well-established method for determining film properties. The most common XRD 

measurement is the on-axis 0002 ω-2θ scan from which one can directly measure the c 

parameter of a film relative to the substrate and, if fringes are present, the thickness of the 

coherent region. In high crystal quality films the coherent region is the entirety of the film 

thickness.  

Measuring the a parameter of films via XRD is more difficult due to the fact that in 

general XRD is aligned to the reflection condition of the substrate not the film. If the film 

and substrate have the same c/a ratio than an ω-2θ scan of an off axis scattering condition 

aligned to the substrate peak will correctly give the planar spacing for the given reflection 

and then the a parameter can be calculated using the measured d spacing of the off axis 

reflection and the c parameter measured from the on axis scan. However this is rarely the 

case if the c/a ratio of the film is not the same as that of the substrate than an off axis ω-2θ 

scan is insufficient.  

To determine the a parameter of a film with an c/a ratio different from that of the 

substrate (which is almost always the case) the next technique employed is often the paired 

off axis ω measurement.1 In this measurement scheme an open detector is used and an 

omega scan is performed around a pair of off axis substrate peaks 180° from each other 

(relative to a rotation about [0001] for a (0001) oriented layer) such as 101̅5 and 1̅015. 

Using the separation in omega between the film and substrate peaks in these two geometries 

the a and c parameter can be determined as was described by Bauer and Richter.1 A scale 
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schematic of diffraction vectors necessary to measure the 101̅5 peaks of GaN and In0.5Al0.5N 

are shown in Figure A.1.  

 

 
Figure A.1 Scale representation of In0.5Al0.5N and GaN 𝟏𝟎�̅�𝟓 peaks. 

A to scale diagram showing the separation between the GaN substrate peak and 

an In0.5Al0.5N film peak in reciprocal space.   

 

In Figure A.1 the black triangle is defined by the crystal parameters of the GaN substrate 

and the conditions in reciprocal space that correspond to the 101̅5 reflection. The width of 

the triangle is 1 x a* (a* = 4π/a√3), the height of the triangle is 5 x c* (c* = 2π/c) and the 

hypotenuse of the triangle is the g vector for the 1015 reflection which has a magnitude of 

2π/d where d is the spacing for that reflection. The red triangle has comparable definitions 

using the parameters of In0.5Al0.5N instead of GaN. Δg is the difference in the magnitude of 

the g vectors for GaN and In0.5Al0.5N and φ is the angle between the g vector and the axis of 
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rotation. In an asymmetric scan omega and 2θ are both offset by φ. The definitions in Figure 

A.1 are consistent with those used by Bauer and Richter.1 

In the course of the InAlN experiment described in Chapter 2 we initially tried to use the 

paired off axis technique to independently measure the a and c parameters of the InAlN 

films but found that it did not work across all compositions.  We determined that the 

experiment was limited by the width of our open detector. To expand the range of the scan 

we performed the measurement with an ω-2θ geometry but with an open detector with the 

justification that this would effectively increase our detector width. Even with the technique 

it was determined that for InAlN the c/a parameter is sufficiently different that for a majority 

of compositions some or all of the off axis peak intensity falls outside of our scanning range 

as shown in Figure A.2.  
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Figure A.2 Limits of an Open Detector ω-2θ scan. 

(Filled circle) theoretical 101̅5 GaN reflection, (crossed circles) theoretical 101̅5  

peaks for InAlN with In = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 (central 

arc) the arc of an ω-2θscan (side arcs) the edges of the detection region from an open 

detector ω-2θscan (background) real RSM data for the In0.87Al0.13N sample discussed 

in chapter 2. 

 

Due to this limitation we used reciprocal space maps to independently measure the a and 

c parameters of the films. In general reciprocal space maps are easier to use however they 

have lower special resolution than triple axis scans which lowers overall accuracy. The 

paired off axis measurement technique would work for such films if the open detector had a 

larger angular acceptance though at particularly large ω separation values the error will be 

more significant due to a small angle approximation in the derivation of the paired off axis 

measurement analysis.   
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Appendix B: The BBr3 source at UCSB 

 

The novel BBr3 source used to grow the extreme B containing nitrides discussed in 

chapters 3, 4, and 5 is described in general in the experimental section of Chapter 4. This 

appendix goes into further detail with pictures of the specific source at UCSB and may be of 

particular interest to future researchers learning to operate the BBr3 cabinet at UCSB or 

those seeking to create a similar system.  

When setting up the BBr3 after a system opening or an extended period without use it is 

important to check that the following things are in place:  

1. Cooling Water Flow. The thermoelectric that control the bubbler temperature are 

hooked up to the house cooling water via the standard cooling water manifold on the 

Gen II. Without the cooling water the thermoelectrics cannot lower the temperature. 

2. Compressed Air. The valves in the BBr3 cabinet are pneumatic. They need to be 

connected to the house compressed air source to have sufficient pressure to function. 

As of 2019 the house compressed nitrogen source provides insufficient pressure to 

fully operate the valves and the compressed air line must connect to the 100+ psi 

compressed air line.  

3. N2 Safety Purge. The BBr3 bubbler is contained within an outer shell which is 

purged with nitrogen. The inlet needs to be connected to the house nitrogen line, the 

outlet vents into the room. This is a safety precaution to help mitigate the damage in 

the event of a leak. BBr3 will react with water, including water vapor in the air, to 

form HBr which is corrosive and dangerous. 
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4. Gas Line Heating. BBr3 is a liquid at room temperature to prevent condensation 

within the gas lines they are heated when the system is in use. This is accomplished 

by wrapping the tubing both within the cabinet and along the gas flow path in bake 

tape and powering it with a variac. Generally we heated to lines to just over 100 °C 

as measured by an infrared thermometer.  

5. Let the Bubbler Temperature Equilibrate. The temperature on the thermoelectric 

readout is on the outside of the bubbler it can take a long time for the BBr3 itself to 

equilibrate in temperature. After you change the set point temperature on the bubbler 

it can take up to an hour for the resultant flux to fully stabilize.  

 

Additional Information which may be useful is a set of specific BBr3 system conditions 

and the resultant BBr3 fluxes as measured via the beam flux monitor (Table B.1). The most 

recent set of measured fluxes from 2019 were all performed using a fully open leak valve 

(3.8 V) and the orifice bypass valve closed. Note that the beam flux monitor values are 

qualitatively useful only for comparing to other beam flux values for the same species. 1 x 

10-7 Torr of BBr3 is not the same molecular flux as 1 x 10-7 Torr of Ga. 
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Table B.1 BBr3 Cabinet Operation conditions 2019 

BBr3 Bubbler 

Temperature  

Leak Valve Bypass Position BBr3 Beam 

Equivalent Pressure 

-10 °C 3.8 V Closed 4.29 x 10-8 Torr 

0 °C 3.8 V Closed 1.13 x 10-7 Torr 

10 °C 3.8 V Closed 1.77 x 10-7 Torr 

20 °C 3.8 V Closed 3.60 x 10-7 Torr 

27 °C 3.8 V Closed 5.42 x 10-7 Torr 

 

The rest of this appendix consists of labeled figures of the various parts of the BBr3 

injection system which may be helpful for future operators to orient themselves (Figures B.1 

through B.6).  
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Figure B.1 Cabinet Valves 

The top picture is the schematic and control unit located on the control rack. The bottom 

picture is the view inside the BBr3 cabinet. (a.) Valve to BBr3 bubbler (b.) Control 

valve, also controls bypass see Fig. A.2 (c.) Variable leak valve (see Fig A.3) (d.) Run 

valve (e.) Valve to MBE, see Fig. A.4 (f.) Roughing line pressure gauge (g.) Manual 

valve which can be connected to a roughing pump (h.) Valves to open manifold lines 

to the roughing lines. Unless actively roughing these should always be closed (i.) Valve 

to cabinet ion pump (j.) Key control. In start mode all switches operate independently, 

in operate mode the run and vent valves are controlled by (k.) The toggle valve. In the 

run position the run valve is opened and the vent valve is closed and vice versa for the 

vent position. In computer position all valves are controlled by the computer though 

that was not set up in 2019. (l.) On/off switch for the thermodynamic temperature 

controls, note the cooling water must be flowing to provide cooling in order for the 

thermodynamic controls to work (m.) Control unit for the thermodynamic controls 

which has a range of -20° C to 30° C. 
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Figure B.2 Bypass Valve 

Inside the BBr3 cabinet there is a small switch on the top right side that controls the bypass 

valve. The bypass valve is interlocked with the BBr3 valve (b in Figure B.1) it’s labeled 

CBr4 in the above picture since the cabinet is a repurposed experimental CBr4 cabinet. If 

the bypass switch is down opening the BBr3 valve will also open the bypass valve. If the 

switch is up the bypass will remain closed. The light will only turn on when the valve is 

actually open so only if both the bypass is in the down position and the BBr3 valve is open.  
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Figure B.3 BBr3 Control Units on the Cart 

(a.) Temperature of the gas lines within the cabinet. (b.) Leak valve position as 

measured by a voltage 0.7 V is closed 3.8 V is fully open (c.) Manometer readout for 

the gas lines immediately above the BBr3 bubbler. (d.) Ion pump control unit. (e.) 

On/off switches for the leak valve controller. (f.) Control switch to adjust the leak valve 

position. 
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Figure B.4 Gas line from BBr3 cabinet to the MBE 

(a.) Gas line from the BBr3 cabinet to the MBE, the gas line is wrapped in bake tape 

and foil the temperature of the gas line can be controlled using the variac. (b.) T-valve 

between the BBr3 line and the joined BBr3/CBr4 line (c.) Final valve between the gas 

lines and the MBE head-on injector. 
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Figure B.5 BBr3 bubbler without nitrogen can 

(a.) Bubbler manual valve. (b.) Outlet valve for N2 purge (c.) Inlet for N2 purge 

(d.) Cooling water in and out lines which provide a heat sink for the 

thermoelectric. (e.) Thermoelectric which can control the bubbler temperatures 

between -20° and 30° C.   
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Figure B.6 Side of the BBr3 Cabinet 

(a.) N2 purge line flow gauge (b.) N2 purge line inlet (c.) Compressed air to 

operate pneumatic valves (d.) High voltage cord for the ion pump (e.) Outlet BBr3 

gas line to the MBE (f.) Cooling water supply (blue) and return (red) lines. 

 

 

 

 

 




